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HOMOLOGY THEORY OF SUBMERSIONS

INTRODUCTION

Since the ideas of this paper have arisen from the study of

submersions, we shall begin with a brief consideration of this

mathematical background. By a submersion, we understand a surjec-

tive differentiable (e) map f : X B between differentiable

(e) manifolds with dim X > dim B whose differential has every-

where maximal rank. For every b e B, f-1(b) is a submanifold of

X (called the fiber over b), and these submanifolds constitute a

regular foliation of X. In case all fibers are compact, it is known

(cf. Ehresmann [1] ) that f: X B may be regarded as the projec-

tion of a fiber bundle, which means in particular the fibers f (b)

are all homeomorphic to a standard fiber F. Moreover, the

topological structures of the spaces B, X and F (base space,

total space and fiber of the bundle) are now closely related. If we

measure topological structure in terms of homology groups, the rela-

tion in question may be expressed in terms of the Serre spectral

sequence, namely an E2 - spectral sequence, which converges to

H*(X) such that

(1) E2 = H (B;H (F)) .p,q p q



-On the other hand, if the fibers f1 (b) are not required to be

compact, the submersion will in general fail to be a fiber bundle; in

fact, fibers f-1(b) corresponding to different points b E B, need

not even have the same homotopy type. In 1967, J. W Smith began to

investigate whether there are nonetheless relationships between the

topological structure of B, X and the various fibers f-1(b),

starting with the simplest case of codimension 1 (dim X = dim B 1).

As an example of the results obtained, we will state the following: let_

f : X B be an orientable submersion (i.e- , the fibers can be

oriented in a continuous manner) of codimension 1 such that all fibers

are connected, and let U be the set consisting of all b E B with

f-1(b) compact. Then there exists an exact sequence

(2) H (X) ---
Hq(

B) Hq-2(U) Hq-1(X)

(cf, Smith [8] ). Apart from a fairly complete theory for codimension

1, several isolated results for general codimens ion have also been

obtained by special method. It will be noted that in case the submer-

sion is a fiber bundle, these results are contained in the spectral

sequence formula (1). Thus, in codimension 1, for example, if the

fibers are all compact and connected, (2) reduces to the Thom-Gysin

sequence of a circle bundle, and it is known (cf. Spanier [10] ) that this

sequence can be derived from the Serre spectral sequence.
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The question arises therefore, whether the Serre spectral

sequence can be generalized in an appropriate manner to the case of an

arbitrary submersion, with E2-terms given by a generalized
-formula (1). Since the fibers f1 (b) have differing homotopy type,

it is clear from the outset that a special homology theory with local

coefficients will be needed for this purpose. As a first step in this

direction, Smith [9] has introduced the notion of a "simplicial bundle"

as a combinatorial object by which submersions may be approximated.

Given a simplicial complex K, a simplicial bundle over K is a

function which to each simplex Cr E K assigns a commutative

diagram

where F, F are topolOgical spaces, 0 a homeomorphism and
o- o-

the naturalnatural projection, subject to the condition that for T < 0- in

-1, ,-- -1
K, 130. ta.) p (a) holds for each a e T . The structure is

reminiscent of a "coordinate bundle", with the standard fiber F

replaced by the "local fibers" F. Setting E = v ET (topological
0- EK

sum), we obtain a projection p : E I K1, corresponding to the

projection of a fiber bundle. The connection between simplicial

3

bundles and submersions is established by the following approximation

(3) x Fcr
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theorem (cf. Smith [9] ): Given a submersion f : X B and a

compact subset W C X, there exists a simplicial bundle over

with WC E C X, p = flE and all local fibers compact. This

means, essentially, that a submersion maybe regarded as a direct

limit of simplicial bundles. The problem of constructing a spectral

sequence for submersions is thereby reduced to the corresponding

question for simplicial bundles. This task has been carried out by

Endicott [4].

The purpose of this paper is to study the corresponding local

coefficient homology theory on its own right, a task which naturally

breaks into three parts:

Simplicial homology with local coefficients

Homology theory of simplicial bundles

Homology theory of submersions

to be dealt with in Chapters I, II and III, respectively. Since our

approach to the homology of submersions will proceed by way of

simplicial bundles, it will be convenient to enlarge this notion so as to

include these bundles. More precisely, we define a topological sub-

mersion to be a continuous surjection f : X B which can be

approximated by simplicial bundles in the sense of the above stated

approximation theorem. The category _42 of topological submer-

sions is then defined to be the full subcategory in the category of maps

(cf. Elwin [3], Spanier [10] ) whose objects are topological
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submersions; thus, if f X B and 7: X--- 13 are objects in _A

a morphism A = (T. , X ) from f to f is a commutative square

7
f ,j, T

T3-

where X , X. are continuous maps. Having defined a homology

functor on the subcategory consisting of simplicial objects (this is done

in Chapter II), one can obtain an extension of this functor to the entire

category using the fact that each topological submersion is a

direct limit of simplicial bundles. In Chapter III, we introduce

category-theoretic functor extension theorems for this purpose.

It will be shown in Chapter III that the resulting homology theory

of submersions satisfies axioms of Eilenberg-Steenrod type. To this

end one introduces the category ...46) of "topological submersion

pairs'', which is an admissible category in the sense of Eilenberg-

Steenrod [2]. Our construction yields a functor H form to

the category of exact sequences of abelian groups; i.e., given

(CY) E Ob (2.3), H*(f,l) is an exact sequence

H (i) H (f) H (f, Y) Hq- (Y) . . .

and for each morphism A = , ):(f, H*(A) is a family

of homomorphisms A* giving the commutative diagram



f flB -U -1f (B-U) and717-1(-3--tr)

. H
q.

(7) H (f) H (f,T) -41" Hq-1 (7) P-

AI A1 A*

H H (g) H (g,.g) H (g)

The axioms in question are the following:

HOMOTOPY AXIOM: If two morphisms
A0

and
A1

having

the same domain and range are homotopic (cf. Elwin 131j, Spanier 1101

or Section 3-4) in then 1-1*(A0) = H*(A1).

EXCISION AXIOM: Let (X-fB,X-111.3-), (XLB,Ps'Xi-71-3')

objects of such that I = f and {Li l is excisive (cf.

Section 3-5). Let U be the complement of the subpolyhedron B.

Then the inclusion morphism

(f ) (fj)B -U B -U

belongs to ..r29 / and it induces an isomorphism on homology where

DIMENSION AXIOM: If E IKI is a simplicia.1 bundle such

that K is the combinatorial closure of a q-simplex o then

Hr(p,pz,r) # 0 if and only if r = q, where cr is the boundary of

and Per =
P 06-1)



C (K-I-1 F) = H,(F ) Z ED H,(F )
cr E T E KCI Cr

7

It will be proved that the functor H. (a homology theory on

45' ) is unique in the following sense: If H, is another homology

theory satisfying the "Axiom of Compact Supports" (cf. Section 3-6)

such that 1-7q1 (p, o-
p.) 7=. Hq(p,

o-
p.,), then for all submersion pairs

(f , ,r(f, Hr(f, T) for all integer s r.

We should now say a few words about the homology theory of

simplicial bundles (Chapter II), which in a sense constitutes the

technically most difficult part of the paper. By abuse of language we

shall refer to the projection p : E IKI of a simplicial bundle

given by (3), as a simplicial bundle over K. The inclusions
-1

Po_ (a) C PT (a) given for all pairs cr ,T E K with T < T induce

.fiber injections T F F satisfying the homotopy transitivity
o- o-

T
° 1 = 1 for w < T < T . Taking singular homology of the fibers,

T

we therefore obtain an algebraic structure

H F = {H ,(F ); iT ,}
0-;< T, T EK

which is reminiscent of a presheaf, with the homomorphisms .T

corresponding to the restriction maps; such a structure will be called

a local coefficient system (1. c. s. ) for the simplicial complex K. The

simplicial complex K with 1. c. s. H F indu.ces a q-dimensional

chain group



where Kci is the set of q-simplexes of K (not the q-skeleton) and

Z the infinite cyclic group (written additively) generated by cr. .
o-

The boundary operator a : cq (K:H ,),<F) Cq-1(K.H F) is defined by

first choosing an orientation on K and then setting

for each

a c 0o-1 =

q-1
T E K

. T
1 ( C )

cr :v. 0-

0- E H (F ) Z , where [cr:T] is the incidence* 0 o-

number- In this manner one obtains homology groups H*(K;H*F)

associated with the simplicial bundle p : E K I The next step

of the development is of course the construction of induced homo-

morphisms

H*(K;H*F) 11*(K;H*F)

for arbitrary morphisms A between simplicial bundles E I KI

and -E. 13 RI, and it is at this point where the main technical diffi-

culties are encountered. More precisely, the fundamental concepts of

simplicial homology theory, such as simplicial map, simplicial

approximation, barycentric subdivision, subdivision operators, pro-

jections and contiguity, must be adapted to simplicial bundles, and

this turns out to be considerably more than a straightforward generali-

zation. From a technical point of view it may be said that a chief

8



difficulty lies in the fact that the usual acyclic model approach to

obtain requisite chain homotopies does not carry over to the new

situation, and must be replaced by explicit constructions. This

development is not easily summarized and will be found in Sections 4

and 5 of Chapter II.

Symbols and Notations

We shall use the following fixed symbols and notations: Let K

be a simplicial complex. Then

Kq = the set of q-simplexes of K (not the q- skeleton of K)

nK = the n-th barycentric subdivision of K
nKq (fl)

cr = a simplex

cr = the open simplex of CT

I(r = the space of Cr

<v0' v1' v> = the oriented simplex determined by the ordering
' q

9

<v , v., v > = the j-th face of <vo, ...,vq> .

Also,

= the empty set

0 = the empty function, the trivial group, etc.



St? = the full subcategory of s960 with Ob(635)) = os(636:1)

10

= the group of integers

cr
= the infinite cyclic group (written additively) generated by Cr

homeomorphism

: isomorphism

: homotopy, chain homotopy.

If X is a set, 1x. denotes the identity function on X. If e, is

a category then Ob(C,) is the class of all objects of C. and for

X, Y E Ob(C,), More,(X, Y) denotes the set of all morphisms from

X to Y in C, . We shall use the following categories in this

paper:

ca the category of chain complexes

= the category of graded groups

CB = the category of simplicial bundles and bundle maps

(5361) = the category of simplicial bundle pairs and bundle maps

7re, = the category of simplicial complexes with 1. c. s. and 1. c. s.

maps

766) = the category of simplicial pairs with 1. c. s. and 1. c. s. maps

sr.g = the category of topological submersions

= the category of topological submersion pairs

= the full subcategory of A with Ob(33-) = OB(G)



= the full subcategory of 3 consisting of simplicial bundles

with compact total spaces as its objects

6y5) = the full subcategory of 6116) consisting of simplicial bundle

pairs with compact total spaces as its objects.

Finally, we shall mark the end of a proof, the end of an example or the

end of a remark by the symbol //.

11



I. SIMPLICIAL HOMOLOGY WITH LOCAL
COEFFICIENT SYSTEM (L. C.S )

1-1. Cellular Homology Groups with L. C. S.

The notion of homology with local coefficients is a generalization

of cellular homology, the difference being that the local coefficient

theory involves many coefficient groups, one for each cell of the

CW-complex. In this chapter, we shall explore the fundamental

properties of homology with local coefficients, and then in the rest of

the paper, we shall go on to obtain a homology theory of topological

submersions (cf. Introduction). We shall be concerned with simplicial

complexes rather than CW-complexes from the next section onwards,

but one notes that everything can certainly be generalized to the

cellular case. It will be apparent that homology with local coefficients

is computable in the same sense in which ordinary homology is

computable.

Let K be a finite (finiteness appears only in this introductory

section) CW-complex such that:

For each q-cell IT of K, there is an abelian group Go_

If u is a q-cell and 1 is a p-cell such that q > p > 0

then there exists a homomorphism

WT : G G
IT 0-

12



where Kg is the set of q-cells in K (not a q-skeleton).

Equivalently, C (K;G) is the direct sum EB G It turns outq 0-
Cr E K

that it is more convenient to think of C (K;G) as the direct sum of

the tensor products:

(1. 1. 1) G Z
o-

Cr E K

where Z
o-

generator

(3) The homomorphisms w are transitive in the sense that

whenever the composition makes sense.

The system of groups and homomorphisms

G = {G , wT
0" 0- 0- T K

will be called a local coefficient system (1. c. s ) for the complex K.

For each integer q, we define a q.-dimensional chain group

C (K; G) by

C (K; G) = map c : G
o-

o- eK

let C (K) be the usual chain group and let

= c(o-) E G}

is thethe infinite cyclic group (written additively) with

To define a boundary operator on the chain groups,

13



(1.1.2)

"5 : c (K) (K)q-1

4) Z
0- q-1

EtS T EK

be the usual boundary operator. We now define

: C (K;G) Cq-1(K;G) by

[8(C 001] = WT (C) 0 [5(01k
0- T Cr

W T
= W o w (C

Li T Cr Cr

= w; (CT) 0 [5[5(0-)]riw

where [8(c cr)] and [3 ( o- )] are the T -components of
0- T

b(C Cr) and a(o-.), respectively. Note that if G Z for all
cr-

0- E K and the are the identity on Z then a coincides
cr

with .5 .

Proposition 1-1-1. a is a homomorphism and

Proof. a is a homomorphism because wT are; this can be

shown quitequite easily on each component G 0 Z of C (K;G). To

prove the second part, let c OITEG OZ Then
cr

a[p(c 601] = a(w/- (C)®[5(01
T cr

[5[5(0-)41,)

14



Hence,

a ( 8 ( c 0 )) = WW(c) [5[5 (0-) T(3- (T

T

w(c) 0 [-5[5(0-)1

(.0 T

WC') (C ) [5(50-Wu)Gr IT

(A)

Ww(c )
0- 0-

[5(Cr )17}0)

.

15

(A)Cr

® 0

co

Consequently, we obtain the homology group

H,(K; G) = {H (K; = Ker(a) /Im(8)}
q

which will be called the homology group of K with 1. c. s. G.

2 2Example 1-1-2. Let K = S2 with two 2-cells o- 1, Cr,2 two

1 1 2
1- cells o-i, 0-2 and two 0-cells cr,0-°2 such that

o-1
has a group

2
G1' T2

has a group G2 and the other cells are associated with a

group H. The local coefficient system G then, possesses two
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homomorphisms w1 : G1 H and w2 : G H plus the identity

H H.

(1.1.3)

0

2cr2G2
w2

0

2

2 2

82(g1®crl+g2®g2) = (w1(g1)+w2 g ))

1

1

Hence, the chain complex Ci(K;G) may be written as

a2
0 --> (Gi

2
Z --->

2
(H ) ED (H 6 Z )

1 1

'72 (r1 cr2

HO Z ) (HO Z
0 0

CT

1 0-2

where a'-JO are the usual boundary operators of the chain complex

of K with coefficient group H. Let g1 E G1 and g2 E G2.

2 1 1

Using formula (1. 1. 2), we compute a 2(g 3.6 o- 1) = wi (g 1) (Er i+o-2)

1 1

and a2 (g2 cr2) = w2 (g2 cil+°-2); hence, we have
2

11
crl+cr2)

If the homomorphism w1 ED w2 is defined by

(w1EDw2)(g1+g2) = w1(g1) + 2(g2), then it is easy to see that

0
-÷ 0

->

--->4---



Ker(82 ) = Ker(w w2), where we identify G1
Z and G1'2

cri

H(K;G) = Ker(wlED w2)

Note that if G1 = G2 and
w1

=
w2

then it reduces to

H2 (K;G) = Ker(wlED w2) D {(g, -g) g1} := G1; furthermore, if wl

is a monomorphism, we have H2(K;G) G1.

The interesting part of this example is the computation of

Hi(K;G) which is usually trivial. Since 51 is the usual boundary

operator, we know that Ker(-51) = H. On the other hand, (1. 1.3)

shows that Im(82) = Im(w1 ) + 2); therefore, we have

H1 (K;G) H / (I
w1

)+Im( )),

which shows that 1-cycle does not have to bound. Finally, since

5 "5 are usual boundary operators, we havel' 0

Ho(K;G) 7-- H //

1-2. Simplicial Complexes with L. C. S. and L. C. S. Maps

Henceforth, K, L, M denote simplicial complexes, not

necessarily finite or finite dimensional, and Kci, etc. the set of

etc.; therefore, we have

q-simplexes in K, etc. If K has properties (1), (2) and (3) of

17



Section 1-1, K is called a simplicial complex with 1.c. s.

G = {G , wT}
0- 0- , T E

Here, we view K as a CW-complex in the

18

obvious way. Any simplicial complex L may be thought of a

simplicial complex with 1. c. s., the local coefficient system consisting

of a single group and the identity homomorphism on it.

Let K be a simplicial complex with 1.c. s. G; the chain

complex Ci(K;G) of K consists of the chain groups

(1.2.1) C (K;G) = e G Z
cr

a- 0-

andand the boundary operators a defined by (1.1.2). Note in (1.1. 2)

that if T is not a face of o- then [a(0-)] o, i.e., the homo-

morphism wT contributes nothing. Thus, we can replace condition

(2) of Section 1-1 by the slightly weakened condition:

(2') If T , 0- E K such that T < 0- , i.e. , T is a face of o-,

then there is a homomorphism wT : G G
G- 0-

Let L be another simplicial complex with 1. c. s.

H = {H, w13}a
pi E L

An 1. c. s. preserving simplicial map, ora a ,

simply, an 1. c. s. map, from K to L is a family = {v0_,(p}o_

where co is a simplicial map from K to L and for each 0- E K,

is a homomorphism from G to H making the following
o- (/' )

diagram commutative:

(Po-

E K



(P
T

H
yo(-r)

t 9(T)

IlArT(Cr)
a

o- 9 H9(0-)
cr

The identity 1. c. s. map on the simplicial complex K with 1. c. S.

is the family {l, 1K}T K and the composition of two 1. c. s.
°-

maps is defined in the obvious way (cf. diagram in Theorem 1-2-2)

so as to become an 1. c. s. map. Consequently, we can speak of the

category of simplicial complexes with 1. c. s., which is denoted by X.

One may note that the category of simplicial complexes is a subcate-

gory of by the obvious identifications.

' (P}o-
Given an 1. c. s. map

E Kfrom K to L, we

now want to obtain a chain transformation : Co(K;G) -4" C(L;H)

For each c OTEG OZ CC (K; G), we define
cr cr o- q

(1.2.4) (c o-) = (c ) 0 cp ( o- )
# Cr 0- 0- #

19

where cp# is the chain transformation from C#(K) C (L)

induced by the simplicial map 9 : K L. It is trivial that is a

homomorphism on each of the direct sum components of C (K;G),

whence it is a homomorphism on C (K;G)

Proposition 1-2-1. is a chain transformation.



Proof. It suffices to show that the diagram

is commutative for each cr E K. Let c o- C G 0 Z
cr cr

Suppose first, that co collapses o-. In this case,

(c cr) = '0 so that a
#(c cr) = 0; on the other hand, choose

#

an orientation on K such that o- <vo, ..., v.> and c(v0) = cp(vi).

If we put a- = (vo, , v., , v > , then we have

o a(c o-) = ( ( c ) 0 (-1 i
i)

cr 0- 0-

I.

I.

1
G- 0, 0-

= co 0 W kC - cp ° w kc cp ocr )
0AI 0- 0- ff 1 Or (1-

o)
1

o( o cp(o- )
= w (c ) co (0- W ° (C ) ® (o- )

cp(cr) cr o- # 901 0- #

1 0But since cp (o-0 ) = #(o- ) and cp(cr ) = cp(o-1 ), it follows

.8(c 6cr) O.
o-

Suppose next that does not collapse ci. Then

20

G Z C(K;G)
o-

1

C (L;H)
a Cq-1(L;H)



° a(C T) =
# T

G = {G , wT}
0- 0- T, T EK

I.

wo-i(c ) 0 (-1)iyr, (o-i)
T T

T(Ti)
VV. 0 (p 0

(POI) T T

(g0(01)iL W(19(cr) (cOcr(co_)) ® (-1) (cp(cr))

= (cp cr(ccr) (p(o-)) = a . #(co_ocr) //

Let ce, denote the category of chain complexes, and 5g141.,

the category of graded groups.

Theorem 1-2-2. The rule which to each object K in

associates the object
C#

(K°G) in C,C,, and to each morphism

in 2'6 associates the morphism is a covariant functor. There-

fore, the rule K F1)(K;G), is also a covariant functor.

Proof. Let K, L, M be simplicial complexes with 1. c. s.

H = {H ,w} F = {F ,
o E

w6}
CL a, p E y y M

respectively. Let = {cp , cp} EK be a 1. c. s. map from K to L

and =EL{di Lb} be a 1. c. s. map from L to M. We shalla' a

show that

= /#

21



22

The rest will be trivial. Note that by the definition of compositions. of

1. c. s. maps, we have the following commutative diagram:

lw
(Po (HO *Pco(cr)

(LP ° co 0_

> F
)o4,(0

where w denotes appropriate w-homomorphisms (cf. Section

1-2, (2')). Let c crE C (K;G). If yo collapses Cr or Lp

0-

collapses q(o) then co collapses o, and hence we have

fli(co_ cr)= 0 = o-). Otherwise, we have

fli(co_ cr) = (kp )0 (ccr) 0 00(0-) = Lpoco o 9 (c )
cr 0- ° (Pif(cr)

= 4(90_(co) 0 cp 401) 7-* 0 yCci cr).II

1-3. Relative Homology with L. S.

Let K be a simplicial complex with 1.c. s. G = {G , WT
0" 0- 0-,T E K

By a subcomplex with 1. c. s. of K, we shall mean a subcomplex K

of K with the subfamily

=, wT}
0- 0- , T E R-

LP°c9(T)

T(r)



By the inclusion 1. c. s. map from17 to K, we mean the family

I = {i = 1G , i} where i : K K is the inclusion. It induces
0- 0- EK '

0-

the inclusion chain transformation

: Co(R;GI 17) Cit(K;G)

making Ci(17;G IR-) a chain subcomplex of C4(1c:G), whence, we

obtain the quotient chain complex Co(K;G)/C0(-1Z:GIR) Thus, we

define for each q,

(1. 3. 1) C (K,17;GIK-K ) = C
q(K;G)/C (R;GI)

Using the direct sum decompositions of our chain complexes, it

follows that there is a canonical isomorphism

C (K, 17;C;K--K) G Z
0- E K-17 "

23

which gives a reason for the notation The subsequent

homology groupH*(K, 17;G K_R) {Hq(K, G I K_R-}q is called a

relative homology group with 1. c. s. The pair (K,R) is called a

simplicial pair with 1. c. s. If (L, t) is another simplicial pair

with 1. c. s. H = {H, w13}CL then an 1. c. s. map
a, a , p E

: (K,R) T-) is defined to be an 1. c. s. map : K L with

co(R) C ; it induces, by the standard method, the chain transforma-

tion and the homomorphism



{j = 1 , j}
o- G o- EK

o-

where j : K (K, R) is the inclusion simplicial

map. The induced chain transformation J maps each chain

c o- E C (K;G) onto the coset c o-/C (;GI),o-q q K

canonical map. Consequently, we have the short exact sequence of

i.e., J# is a

24

#
: C# (K 17;G1 C#(L,-17:H1 _r)

: H (K, ) H,(L,T.;HI ) .
* K-K L-L

Let 76° denote the category of simplicial pairs with 1. c. S.;

accepting the empty set as a subcomplex with 1.c. s. of each simplicial

complex with 1. c. s., we have the inclusion C 7660' . The

standard method will prove the following theorem which generalizes

Theorem 1-2-2.

Theorem 1-3-1. The rule which to each object (K,R) in

X6a associates the object C# (K,R;GIK-K) i CC., and to each

morphism in X9 associates the morphism /. is a covari-

ant functor. Therefore, the rule which to each object (K,R) in

.2re6t) assigns the object H*(K,R;GIK_R.) in 951iti, , and to each

morphism in 7e9 assigns the morphism is also a

covariant functor. These functors are respectively, denoted as C#

and H //

Let (K, -T) be a simplicial pair with 1. c. s. G. The inclusion

1. c. s. map J from K to (K, R) is the family



chain complexes

(17;G 1 ) C (KG) C (K, I 0
# K # # -K

inducing the exact sequence of homology groups in the following

theorem:

Theorem 1-3-2. There exists a functorial exact sequence of

homology groups with 1.c. s. for each simplicial pair (lc, K) with

1. c. s.:

I),_

. . . H
q

(R;G H (K;G) H (K, IT;G IK-K )
K

q- R;GIK) Hq-1(K;G)

where is the connecting homomorphism //

1-4. Mayer-Victoris Sequences

Let K' be a simplicial complex with 1. c. s. G {G , wT}
0- 0- 0- ,T E K'

and let K, K be subcomplexes with 1. c. s. of K. Then it is easy

to observe the following:

K K, ij K are subcomplexes with 1. c. s.

C#(1-Cr:I.E;G C#(R-vr<;G 117...)^g) are chain subcom-

c# (it-;G )

25

plexes of C (K;G)

(3) CIZ;G I rcem R.) = C#(R;G IR) rTh



C (1-7(vIZ';G I -,) = C (Tc:G I) + C M;G
KL)K # K # K

There exist four inclusion 1. c. s. maps.

K

(6) The direct sum
C#

(17.G I) ED
C# K

(.1Z;Gle...) together with the
K

obvious boundary operators is a chain complex. Note that (3) and (4)

are obtained through the direct sum decompositions of the chain

groups.

Lemma 1-4-1. The sequence of chain complexes:

I#
0 C#(1-Zr-,K;GIT-cr:g) C#CR;GI-r-c) ED C#(.1Z;G

# (Kv K;GI
K )

where
I#

(c)=
(I1# (e), _12#(c)) and J (c , c2 J

# 1

is short exact.

) + (c ) ,2# 2

Proof. First, we shall show that the sequence is indeed a

sequence of chain complexes; so we must show the commutativity of

the diagram

26
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1.4

C
q

(gr:g; G I e'.) - - - L )1- C
q

(IZ G I ) EB C q(ZGI--,)
K K K

J
# 4....

a C
q

(Kcr K;G V ,--)KK

Cq-1(T"<rmiZ;G 1 c (rz;G 1) ® cq- 1 (1.-<;G I )
K q- 1 K K

T
C (R_..:ft;G I )q-I K...)K

But this follows from the definitions of#I J and the commutative

I I2#
C

q
(I7Z;G I R) fr1#---- C (R-r,K; G I -Rem -------', Cq (Z; G 1-k-)

q
1.8 la la

C (R;a 1) 4--. c cff.,--,-g; a 1-/-f,R.,) y---) c (R;G 1^-)q-1 K I1# q-1 c
2# q1

diagrams below:

J2#1#
G C (I7LiTZ; G ) CI ~ rCC;G I --)GI IR) KL) K

ja
C (k-; G I C (--ffv G I C (it; G I)

q-1 K J1# q- KL./K J q-1 K

The exactness in the lemma follows from the assertions below:

I#
is a monomorphism: Suppose I#(c) = 0, so

I1#(c) = 0 I2#(c); since I1# and I
2#

are monomorphisms, it

follows c = 0.

J is an epimorphism: This is immediate from the fact

that J# is the canonical map (cf. (4) and the direct sum

8



sums, we obtain the following theorem:

Theorem 1-4-2. If K, K are subcomplexes with 1. c. s. of

the simplicial complex K with 1. c. s. G, there exists an exact

sequence called the Mayer -Vietoris sequence of K, K:

H (-17nr.;GI H (17;GI) HKnK

A(K_,K;GI 1-1q-1(k.-nR;G IK._)K

where is the connecting homomorphism.. //

Corollary 1-4-3. If K, sic" are subcomplexes with 1. c. s. of

the simplicial complex K with 1. c. s. G such that K = K

28

decompositions of the chain groups).

(iii)
Im(I#

) = Ker(J# ): It is trivial that J 0 I = 0. On the
# #

other hand, if Ji(ci, c2) = 0 for
c1

E C qIg;G I) and
K

c2 E Cq(17;Glic.) then c = J1#(c1) = -J# (c2 ) for some
2

c, and

belongs to C
q('r-C°G1) n C

q
(ZG1--) = C

q
(k-rR;GI Write

K K Kr, K

c1 = cio_ 0 Cr1 and c2 = c... 0 o-,.. ; then by the definitions of I,
co- z If

Ji#, I2#, J2# (cf. Section 1-3), we have I#(c) = (Ii#0,11#(cio_Oo-i),

I2# 0 J2#(c2crCi0 o-2)) =
( c

o-
Cr , Czcr 0 0-2) = (Cr c2), proving

Ker(J#) C Im(I# ). //

Because the homology fun.ctor cc - commutes with direct



and 17 r, "k" = 0, then we have

H
q

(K;G) H
q
(17c;GI) $ H

q(-1Z-;GI--)K K

Hence, if RTc". .R. are the connected components of K
1' 2' . , n

then we have

K;G) H k ) . //
k=1

q
KIc

1-5. Contiguity of L. C. S. Maps

The notion of a morphism equivalence relation on the category

26, namely, that of the contiguity of 1. c. s. maps is more compli-

cated and looks somewhat more awkward than we would like, but it

plays a crucial role in Chapter II when we study the category of

"simplicial bundles" The notion is indispensable for further develop-

ment of our theory, but one may notice in Chapter II, that it is not as

unnatural as it may appear at first glance.

Let K, L be simplicial complexes with 1.c. s.

G = {G ,WT}
0- 0- 0,T EK

29

H = {H, wP}a L' respectively. Let
a a , p E

= {9 , q'} and {tp , qi} be 1. c. s. maps from K to L
o- o-EK o- cr EK

such that cp, ip are contiguous in ordinary sense, i.e., co, LI, map

each simplex in K onto faces of a common simplex in L. We

define two maps



{9) qi]i, [9, 41]i' : K L

as follows: For each q-simplex 0- E K with an orientation

= <V0" >, put

[9, = <co(vo), 49(v i) kii(v), qi(Vq) >

[(p , (o-) = j-th face of [co ,

Then it is easy to observe the following:

Proposition 1-5-1.

' O(0-) = qi(0-) Llifi'cl+1(cr) = 9((r)

[9, LW preserves the relation o-i where o-i is the

j-th face of o- if and only if i < j. In fact, if i < j we have

[(p, Lpho- = j+ '(o-) < [(p, qi]1(0-)

If i > j then

[9, L]i(cii) [9, 4l]1+1, J(-) < [9, Lp]i+1(0-) //

We say that the two 1. c. s. maps 'I., g are contiguous in the category

,).6 provided that cp , LI) are contiguous in ordinary sense, and for

each q-simplex E K, there exist homomorphisms

Lp]c)i.. : G
H[9, qiii(c()

[9, G H
Cr [9, j(0-)

30



subject to the following conditions:

(i) If i < j, the diagram

is commutative.

(ii) If i > j, the diagram

[co, tOij

is commutative.

(iii) For each pair i, j, the diagram

is commutative.

w

H (P, 0+1' j(c()
w

H[Q, j(T)

lw
H[ qiii((r)

31

[co, iti]1

H[92
((r)

[ toi+1 4J]:.+1(0-)



In the above diagrams, w denotes appropriate w-homomorphisms

(cf. Section 1-2(2')). Finally, we say that the 1. c. s. maps

are in the same contiguity class if there is a finite sequence of 1. c. s.

maps F1, r2, , Fn from K to L such that .1. = r1, F =

and for each k, rk and rk+1 are contiguous in the category 7"Ci

Being in the same contiguity class is an equivalence relation on the set

of 1.c. s. maps having the same domain and range.

Theorem 1-5-2. If the 1.c. s. maps are contiguous in

the category , then and are chain homotopic. Hence,

if are in the same contiguity class then we have

: C# (K.G) C (L;H)

: H*(K;G) H*(14H) .

This holds in the category 705) of simplicial pairs with 1. c. s. as

well.

Proof. We shall prove the first assertion; the rest will be easy.

We wish to obtain homomorphisms D as indicated in the diagram

a a
Cq+1(K;G) C

q.
(K;G) Cq- 1

(K;G) . .

414 '#11'# '#114

. . Cq+1(L;H) C (L;H) Cq- 1(L;H) . .

32



such that 8 o D + D = - Let c o- EG OZ CC (K;G)
Cr 0-

and define

D(c
o-

{(P, LP]cri (co_ ) 0 (-1)i[(P, 4di(0-)

<i<ci

In this definition, it is understood that each simplex is oriented and

any summand involving [co, 4)}i(0- with repeated virtices has value

zero. Also, in the following, we shall leave off sub- and superscripts

on the w-homomorphisms.

(a .D+Do8)(co_Oo-) = 8 oD(ccrOcr) D .8(c go-)

= a (c ) 0 (-1)i[(P, Lp]i(o-) )
(T

+ D ( w(c ) 0 (-1)3o-3)
o-

ackp, 1)i[co, Lp]i(0-»

D(w(ccr) )

[(/), tp]o1_(ccr) ® (-1)j(-1)i[,p, kpjl- j(y) +

33



where

= f+

i< j

j < i

i > j

49,

o w(cc) ® (-1) (-1)iico, Lp11(0-j)

c) (-1) (-1)i[cp,]i(o-)
o-

99, ° w(c ) (-1)1(-1)3[co,4ii1(cri)
o-J o-

{(P, ° w(c) ( -1)i( -1 kpli(o-j)

Co, ° w(c) ® -1)i( -1)i[V, LP]i(cri)

cp, (c) (-0(-1)i[co, i(cr)

4J]cri' i(cc) 0 (-1))(-1)1[co, LIJ11' (c)

. .

Ecp, Lpli' '(c ) 0 (-1)ic- oi[co,]co-)
CT

By Proposition 1-5-1 (2), (3) and renaming indices, it follows that

34



(8 D+D 8)(c(r o-) = f - [(p , Lp] w( c) ® (-1) (-
0-i-1 cr

[(p, 44-.'0 w(c ) (-1)i{-1)49, tp]l' )

w ° [co, (c
O)

(--i)i(-1).1[(p, j(0-)

i+1 <j

i=0

[(P, j(c ) ( -1)i( -1)j[9, (
0- 0-

j+1 <j

(p, tP]i'j(c ) ( -1)i( -1)i[9, (0-)
0- 0-

i < j -1

i >j

0 [(p, ip]o_i(co_) ® -1)1( -1) [(p, j((y)

[(p, (c) (- ) (-1)i[(p, j(0-)
0- (T

j=i, i+1

,
L(p, ) lcp, (o- )r

[(p,ii, j+1(c
i=o

®[q2, ti]'
i+1(

)3[9, IP]i' 3(01.)

35



But if i = 1, 2, , q and

[(p, LP]( ) = <(v0),0

= <9(V0)'

= <9(v0), , (p(v 1), 1), , tli(vq)>

=[

1. e., o, [(p, Consequently, we have

(8 . D-FD 08)(cer
G.) [9, LocrO, 0( [9, 100, 0(0)

{c02 4)]Cl' C1+1(C [(P) LOCI' C1+1(0-)
Cf. 0-

Llio_(ccr) 4,(o-) - cpu.(ccr) (p(cr)

=(c (r) - (c o-)
# # 0-

= (To- , #)(co_ a-) . //
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0- = <v0,. , V > then we have

)1 (P(T.),
1

LIJ(vq

(P(Vi-1)' LP(ViL tii(Vq)>



II. HOMOLOGY OF SIMPLICIAL BUNDLES

2-1. Simplicial Bundles

A descending simplicial bundle over a simplicial complex K

(not necessarily finite or finite dimensional) is a family

{E ,p ,0 ,F
Cr 0-0 Cr Cr E K

subject to the following conditions:

(1) For each Cr E K, the diagram

0

hence we have

Each total space E
o-

Po\

-1
Po- (17.1)C E.

is commutative, where all the spaces are topological spaces, all the

maps are continuous, 0 a homeomorphism and ir
°-

natural projection.

(2) If T < 0- then for each a E

is the

-1 -1,p (a) C p (a), and

has a product structure by condition (1),

and then the map p as the projection. The spaces F are

called thethe fibers of the bundle. For each a E the map 00.

induces a homeomorphism p-1(a) z F; p-1(a) is called a fiber

37
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A Simplicial Bundle
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over a. By the total space over the base space we shall

mean the topological sum

(Z.1.2) E E
o- E K

The projection p : E I KI such that plE = p well-defined

by conditioncondition (2). We shall thus, denote the simplicial bundle

{E ,p , 0 , F }by the functional notation
Cr 0- 0- CT E.

E

or even by p when there is no possible confusion.



(2.1.4)

Let us now make the following observation: By (2), if T < CT

then we have

e
-1

0
0- -1 TIPa. (ITI)CE --> xF

T

Let Tr' : ITI x F F be the natural projection (throughout the
.chapter), and for each b E , define the injection T: F F
o-, b

39

.T

10_,
b(x) = Tr' 0 . 0-1(b, x)

T T CT

.T
10_, b

is called a fiber injection from F to F . If b, c 171,
o-

then we have

.1"
1 1
0-, b 0-, c

because the map H : I x F FT where I is the line segment
1joining b and c, defined by H(d, x) = ' ° 0

T
0 0 (d, x)

T (T

.obviously serves as a homotopy from iT
cr, b

to i
.T Suppose that
0-, C

T < 0- < W in K and choose b E IT I C I
o. Then

.T .0- .T -1 -1 -1
1ff, b

. i
w, b o-, b

(x) = i ( bTrI.0 00 ( ,x)) = Tr' 00 00 (bor' .0 .0 (b, x)).
o- o- w T T T 0- IT W

- -But since 7i (b, Tr' °0 .0I (b, x)) = b = Tr (0 .01 (b, x)) (cf. (1), (2)),
cr CT 0- W 0- 0- W

- -and also Tr' (b, Tr' .0 .01 (b, x)) = '(0 .01 (b, x)), it follows that
o- CT Cr CO 0- 0- CA)

(b, TT' 00 00 (b, x)) = 0 . 0 (b, x) and hence that
CT cr w 0- W

- -
1 ° I (X) = n't 0 0 0 0-1 0 0 0 01 (b,x) --= Tr' . 0 0 0(b,x) = iT
o-, b w, b T T 0- 0- CO T T W W , b '

by

(2.1.3)



From this result and (2. 1.4), we conclude that if T < CT < co and

T

1c,o, d

(2.1.5)

. TNote that is defined for bE IT', not for b E I o- I . As a
o-,b

final remark about fiber injections, one notes that for any a E

(2. 1.6)

We now set

(2. 1.7)

satisfy

H*(K;HF) //

then the fiber injections 1
T and
o-, c

.1. .1
1
w, do-, b

° 1w, c

.o-
=

1F
.

, a

[ I
. T = the homotopy class of i T
0- b

T = an arbitrary element of [iT
o- o-

Then, the singular homology functor H., sends each 1Tonto the
o-

homornorphism H,(F ) H,(F ) and (2.1.5) onto the relation0-* 0- T

1T , 1 = , . This proves the following proposition:cr W W

PProposition 2-1-1. The descending simplicial bundle E I KI

gives rise to the simplicial complex K with 1.c. s,

(2. 1.8) 1-1*F [1-1,.1/4(F ,

o-, T E K

whence it gives rise to a homology group with 1. c. s., namely

40
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There is another notion of simplicial bundles which is in a sense

dual to the present one and which would lead to a corresponding

cohomology theory (cf. Smith [9] ). The point of difference lies in the

fiber inclusion relations, which are ascending in one case and descend-

ing in the other. In this paper we shall be only concerned with

descending simplicial bundles, which shall be referred to simply as

simplicial bundles.

2-2. Canonical Subdivisions of Simplicial Bundles

Throughout the paper, nK denotes the n-th barycentric

subdivision of a simplicial complex K, and nKq means (n).
P , ,

E IKI

each T E K there are two possible cases:

T E K, i. e. , T is a vertex of K.

T 1K, and therefore, IT I C I crl where o is the

unique simplex of K such that 1;1 C Ig-

If (1) is the case, we have spaces and maps E, p , 0 , F If
T T

(2) is the case, we put

Let

(2.2. 1)

be a simplicial bundle {Ecr, per, Fo}o_ EK ; then for

E =p 1(171)C E
-

T

pT = I E : ET

F = F
T Cr

=e IF :E ITI X F
T Cr 7

41



Thus, we have the family

{E ,p ,0 ,F } nT T T TTE ,

Pwhich is called the canonical n-th subdivision of E IKI.

Proposition 2-2-1. The canonical n-th subdivision of E

is a simplicial bundle.

Proof. First, we shall show that 0 in (2.2.1) is a
-homeomorphism. Let (a, x) EITHF ; then p° 1 (a,x) = a E IT ,

o- o-

- -1 -so that 0
1 (a, x) E p (a) C E ; hence, 0

(01

(a, x)) is defined

and is (a, x), showing that (a, x) E 0 (E ). It follows that
T T

0 (E )TT D IT x FT and by the obvious reverse inclusion, that

O (E ) = ITI x F . This shows that 0 is a homeomorphism, and
T T

the commutativity of the diagram

0
E

is now trivial. The rest is also trivial but because of the importance

of the subdivision, we shall proceed rather carefully. We wish to

show that if w < T in K then for each a E I W I 2

42

-1, , -1
P pco

(a) C E. If T is a vertex of K, there is nothing to



prove. Otherwise, there are two cases. (i) w is a vertex of K,

and (ii) w V K. If w is a vertex of K then w is a vertex of the
- - -

simplex cr in (2.2. 1); therefore, P1T (a) = P 1o_ (a) C p'(a) CE.
If co V K then lwl C Icill for some 0- I < Cr, 0- E K, and hence

-1 -1 ,-- -1 -1
pT (a) z- p c_per, (a) = po, (a) C E

A Canonical 1st Subdivision

The total space of the canonical n-th subdivision remains the same

as that of the original simplicial bundle E IKL We shall denote

the canonical n-th subdivision of p by

7751.1.7"P
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P nE1 Ki ,

and the associated 1. c. s. for nK by

H F = {H ,(F ),}n,
0- 0- n% 0-, T E

Pn PmTheorem 2-2-2. Let n >m and let E I K, E I KI

be the canonical subdivisions of E IKI . Define

h: q(111K;H,F)
Cq(

nK ;H .y.F) 12m

(2.2.2)

(2.2.3)

hn (c tib cr) = c
0- cr

where : C ( K) C (nK) is the subdivision chain map. Then

hn is a chain transformation. Furthermore, we have

hn =hn hmm 0

Proof. To prove the first part, it suffices to consider the case

when m = 0. Observe that each 0- E K and T E Kci such that

I ICI crI satisfy F 7- F by (2.2.1) and hence 1-1*(F ) = 14*(1'ff).
T 0-

Hence, we may rewrite (2.2.2) as

hn(c o-) = c ® [(cr)].r

TIC kI
0 o-

T E

44



Since C ( K;H F) has the direct sum decomposition

1-1(F ) ® Zn q
T E K

we see that the map h0 makes sense. If q = 0, then

K° C nK° and hn is simply the inclusion homomorphism. Now,
0

it is trivial that hn is a homomorphism. To show that the diagram
0

hn
C (K;H 0,F) C (nK;H,F)q ala

Cq- 1(K H
0F) ---> C

q- K;H*F)

commutes, let c E H ,(F Z = C (1c;H ). Recall that -5
o- cr

is the ordinary boundary operator from C (K) to Cq-1(K) Then

a hno(ccr o-) = a (co_ ®

IT I c

I <T
, n q -1

T' E

.T1
1

<T

.T
I (C
T* ® [5. R(g)}T JT,

) [g [r,(0-)]
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T Cr T

identity map. Thus, we have

**

®
Cr

c 0
o-

**

.Tt
) ..[6

R(0-)]T 1T

I TI C H T1 <T

ITI C H Ti <T

**

[(C1-)17 ],r1

a oqui],r, = co- 8

.Tt
I ,k(C ) 8 [a R(01T1T

IT- 0-

ITI C 10-I Ti <T

where is the summation over Tt such that there exists

Cr' o- with T' I C I cri and is the summation over T1 with-

out this property. If T1 is without the property then by (2. 2. 1),

TIF , F F and hence by (2.1. 6), the fiber injection . is the

**

(011T1
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T1 <T T1 <T

®0 =0

because o a(0-) is the linear combination of simplexes whose

spaces are subsets of proper faces of Cr . Therefore,



a 0 hn(c Ocr) =
0 o-

C Icri T1 < T

a hn(c 0o-) =
0 0-

Tr'
(C ) [5 R(Cr )1 I

cr T T1

ITI C ICFI T1 < T

because F = F and F = F (cf. (2. 2. 1)). Since cr' depends
o- T 0-1 TI

only on TI (not on T), it follows that

) ® [a R(01] ] ,
0-0 0- T T

.0-1

11'1 C

(g) [5 ° q0-)],r,

(c ) [5 ft(o-)]TTT 0-

.o-'*
(c ) a (o-)o- o-Tr

Tr< T

iCr(c ) 0 E-6 (0-)]T,o- o-

TI < T 0-1 < cr

cri , (c ) 0[a (0-)lo,7,
CT

0-I< 0- T1 < T

.7.
.o-'

0-
R[5. (0-)10_,4, =

o-' < cr ITil C 10-'1
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(hn(i (c ) 8 ( 011 , ) )0 cr* 0- 0-

0- < IT

h(i ,(c ) 0 [-6(o- ) )
0 cr o-

o- ' < o-

hn (c ®o-
0

we have a h h 8, proving that h a chain

transformation. Finally, the transitivity in the theorem follows from

the transitivity of t. //

2-3. Bundle Maps

P
Let E 1 KI, E--- 1-1.71 be simplicial bundles

{E ,p ,F} and {T , , , , respectively. By aa a a a a EK

bundle map

: p ,

is meant a family {0-co ,
}0- E K

of maps subject to the following

conditions:

co : K k- is a simplicial map.

For each cr E K, : F F is continuous.
CT 0- (MT)

TThe maps ç commute with fiber injections in the
o- o-

homotopy category of the category of topological spaces.
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This shows that the family

= {90- (P)0- E K

is an 1. c. s. map between the simplicial complexes K, K with 1. c. s.

(cf. (2.1.8)). The following is an easy consequence of the functorial-

ity of the singular homology functor:

Theorem 2-3-1. The rule which to each E 12" I KI in Ob (68)

associates the simplicial complex K with 1. c. s. H,F, and to

each morphism in 1;5, associates the 1. c. s map is a

49

If 1. {Cacr °Cr E K
and = {LPa, 4j}a E K

and bundle maps having

appropriate domains and ranges, then the composition ° is the

family Nico(T) ° (Po., ° 9}0- E K and it is easily checked that the corn-

position is again a bundle map. Also, the identity bundle map on the

simplicial bundle p is the family
{1F

,

I}(}o- EK
Altogether form

Cr

a category of simplicial bundles, which will be denoted by 68

The singular homology functor sends the commutative relation

in (3) onto the commutative diagram

0(T))
ico(T)

49(01*

H*(-F-v(0_))
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covariant functor from to 9:6 . Consequently, there is a functor

(homology functor) 1-1* . which to each bundle p assigns

the homology group with 1. c. s.

I-1*(p) = H

and to each morphism 15=3 assigns the homomorphism

H,(1.) = . //

Since there will be no possible confusions, we shall use the same

symbol 1. for
rJ

.1 to simplify the notations.

An example of a bundle map is seen in the following:

Theorem 2-3-2. Let E IKI, F 1-7<-1 be simplicial

bundles as above, and let (X, I (P I) be a pair of maps such that co

is a simplicial map from K to 1? and X is a continuous map

from E to F. If the diagram

is commutative, then (X, I ) induces a bundle map.

Proof. For each 0 E K and a E I , define



cp : F F as the composition
cr , a Cr (P(0-)

(2. 3.1)

.TLet 1
cr , a

Then the diagram

9T, a
cO(T)

ticp(T
lo-, a ((r),I (p (a)

a- co(cr)

90", a

is commutative.

Proof. Consider the diagram

-1
0 X

o- - 1 -1F(r,z> {a} x FT-7r> pc( (a) --).-p-9(0( I cp I (a))

7r

(P(cr)99(0-), {191 (a)} x Tc9(0..)
(MO-)

where is the natural injection and --Tr°

co(X)
is the projection.

Because of the commutativity of the diagram in the theorem, X

maps p-1(a) into p(p((r)(1 91 (a)). We shall obtain a sequence of
°-

lemmas to establish the theorem.

Lemma 2 -3 -3 . Suppose r,< 0- in K and let a E I IC
.9(T)
1c0(0.),

(a) be the fiber injections as in Section 2-1.
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0-1
F --> {a} x F

.T
1

CF , a

-0--1 X _-1
PT (a) '1)(p(T)(1(P1 (a))

R(1) IC R(2)

-1 -1
IF

{a} xF po_ (a) 4* ( (PI (a)) ------>0-0_i 159(Cr)

IT)

.7rir

{i (a)}
(AT) q)(T)

ifP(T)
'CHO, I 92(a)

{1(P1(a)} X F F
0 g9(CF") --1 90(0-)

(10(0-)

R(3)

rp(a)

The commutativity of the rectangle R(1) is an immediate conse-

quence of the definition of iT ; the same holds for the rectangle
o-, a

R(3). Since the commutativity of R(Z)

outside rectangle, which coincides with the diagram in lemma, is

commutative. //

Lemma 2-3-4. If a, b E I TIothen
ycr, a (Pcr-, b

Proof. Let I be the line segment joining a and b, and

define H:IxF F (cf. (2.3. 1)) by
9(0-)

H(c,x) =Tr' 00 . A . 0-1(c, x).
(PO-) T(T) (F

52

is trivial, it follows that the

Then it is continuous, H(a,x) = and H(b, x) = (Pcr,
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The shaded area in the following picture illustrates the homotopy

stated in the lemma. (It also shows that, a heavily depends upon

the choice of a. )

.111.1

0-

0-

_

The two lemmas above and (2. 1.4) imply the following:

Lemma 2-3-5. Suppose T < Cr in K and choose any

a E b E IT'. Then the diagram

cp

(P

F T, b
17 ,T,T p(T)i

.T 1 1
.q(T)1a (p(o-), b

T (pkT1

F T
0- (P o-, a co(cr)

(F) (F)
o-,a CT o-,b Cr

c9 I (a) I (p.1 (b)a



is homotopy commutative (i.e., the diagram is commutative in the

homotopy category), where a , b are arbitrary points in
T (p(T) IT I,

(99(T)1, respectively. //

Now, the theorem is clear: For each 0- E K, choose a point

a E 10
a K

-1, and form a family {(p , col . It is a bundle map
o- o-, a- E

0-

from p to 7 by Lemma 2-3-5. Note that the bundle map we have

obtained is unique in the sense of Lemma 2-3-4; thus, if

{V , V}c o- EK
cr

is another bundle map obtained from the pair

then both the bundle maps induce the same 1. c. s. map

in the category X . //

2-4. The Bundle Map Approximations

P
Let E 1K1 and E RI be simplicial bundles, and

consider a pair A = (X , X) of continuous maps such that the diagram

E

P I 1-5

iKi

is commutative. We wish to show that A = (X, X) induces a bundle

map from some canonical subdivision

{(P
0--.- E

to the bundle

by a unique fashion. One simple case of (-X-, X) was given in

Theorem 2-3-2, where X = 1V1 for some simplicial map
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: K ; in such a case, we can, as we have seen, obtain a bundle

map without difficulty. The method we shall introduce here, is simi-

lar to the one in Theorem 2-3-2, which helps us picturing the follow-

ing more complex argument.

Choose n sufficiently large so there is a simplicial approxi-

mation c9
n

K K to X., and consider the canonical subdivision

Lemma 2-4-1. Let o- E nK and aE I I. Let .6(1...(a)) be

the carrier of X(a), i.e., (k(a)) is the unique simplex in 1.<

0

such that X(a) E (X(a))1. Then co(ol < ((a)).

Proof. For each vertex v of a, we have

X(a) E X(Star(v)) C Sta.r(co(v))

i. e., cp(v) is a vertex of an open simplex containing X(a). But

there is only one open simplex containing X(a), namely (i(a)).

Hence, each q(v) is a vertex of A (L(a)). //.-1Choose a E I crl , where o- E nK, so A maps po_ (a)

-1
into

15A (X(a))(X.(a)).
As in (2.3.1), we define : F -- -r- as

o-, a Cr cp(cr)

the composition of the arrows:
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(2. 4. 1)

-1
oT -1 -1F {a} x F p (a) -->y)(.(a))(2(a))cr 0- T

-ET Trt

L(X.(a))> {X(a)} x zsa...(a))- .6(X(a)) .6(X(a))

.(17(0-)

is(X(a)), II(a)
cP(T)

(.50 cr)where
1.6(L(a)), I col (a)

is a fiber injection of the bundle

choice of the point I cpI (a) E I y7(o-)1 is not important; in fact, any

point in ye, (cr ) I will work as well because of (2. 1.4).

Lemma 2-4-2. Let T < and choose b E

a Let I be the line segment joining a, b E iL

X(I) C la for some simplex a E K, then the diagram

(PT,
>

q(T).7 II.. .co(T)
1, b I 1-(p(01, II (b)

"f
c(o)cr, a

is homotopy commutative.

-1Proof. Since X(I) C I al, 7: maps po_ (I) into a, and

also since (a), 2.(b) E al , we have .6,(X(a)), L(X(b)) < a in K.

Consider the diagram

the
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.T
lo-, b

j1
-1

F {b} X F --T -1(b)
T T

(3_1
Tc7

32 0- - 1
F -----> {b} x F ---..--.. v p (b) )I'T.a (X(b)) ---. {1.(b)} xl-*aa-> T.---a

cr t?.....-
-

1 T F
a- ,a -1 a

i3 0 T. To.
Tr'

F ---, {a} x Fo_--4: po_-1 (a)-1 (L(a)) -----* iMag x7 --Lit 7a
o- 1.---

- a

where j1, jz, j3 are the natural injections. By the definition of

.T
1

, b (cf. (2. 1-3)), the upper rectangle is commutative, and there-
cr

fore, so is the upper trapezoid. Define H :IxF Fa by
o-

H(c, x)z -Tr' ..dao 0071(c, x); it is trivial that

H : Tr' .T.0-10j Tr! oTS Since = 1a a o- 2 a a 0- 3 cr ,a F
o-

(cf. (2. 1. 6)), it follows that the lower rectangle is homotopy commu-

tative. This establishes the homotopy commutative of the whole

diagram. Now, we have another diagram

.e(2-__(b)) .(p('r)
11a X.(b) 16.(X(b)), I q) I (b)>F F

a AO--(b)) (per)

I.ala, k(a)=1ra

a .L1(21.(a)) A(.2_,.(a» i,p((r) voy)
Ira a, 1.4a) A(Z._(a)), I I (a)

- I

.(per)
IT(01, (pI (b)

which is homotopy commutative by the homotopy transitivity (2.1.5).
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Thus, combining the two diagrams together, we have a large homotopy



F {a} x F
o-

0-1 T
a- -1 -K -1 a
2.. Po_ (a) (1(a)) {k(a)} x

.(2_1/4.(a)) cgcr)
71-

0, a, (a) A(X(a)), 1(71 (a)
Fa > F

A(L(a)) 00-)

is precisely the map a
also the similar path from F to

is the map'-r,T, a
Consequently, the diagram

T , u
(p(T)

.c0(T).T .T .Cr
1 =

I 19(0) I (P (b)o-, b1o-, b
o

IT, a I

cr (POo-, a

is homotopy commutative. //

If we set T 0- in Lemma 2-4-2, we obtain that
o- , a (19 o- , b

,0-Recall again that and
cr, a

(p(0-)
l(p(0-), II (a)

are the identity maps.
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commutative diagram; call it diagram (*). We note at once, from the
.t1,(L(a))definition of (cf. (2.1.3)), the path in the diagram (44):
a, Ma)

Proof. Let I be the line segment joining a, b; since X(I)

Lemma 2-4-3. Let 0- E if a, b E
I

then we have

(1) cr , a o-, b
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is compact, it intersects with at most finitely many simplexes of K.

So, choose points a, .. , an I such that a = a a = b and
0 0' n

L(ai), L(ai+i) belong to the same simplex of K. Then by the remark

above, we have

a.
1+1

for each i, and therefore, the lemma follows. If

Lemma 2-4-4. Let T <0 in K and choose b E ITI,

a E I (11 Then the diagram

T, b
T

.T .Cp(T)
1 0-, b L (p 0-,I ) I (b)

cp 9(0)o-, a

is homotopy commutative.

Proof. Let I, ao, , an be as in Lemma 2-4-3; then there

exists a unique integer k such that a = ao, , ak_i E I and

ak, , an = b . By Lemma 2-4-3, we then have

a - cp and (,9 ..-..,

0-, ak1 T, ak b
On the other hand, by Lemma

-
T T ,

.T Jper )

'
hence2-4-2, we have cp et - 1

T, ak CT, ak (P(cr), 1 91 (ak) °(PCr) ak - 1
.T

(a
k)°

cp . The lemma now follows from/
T,

,
CT,

ak
(2. 1 4). II



(2. 4. 2)

where

bundle

For each a. E nK, we put

= the homotopy class of q

= an arbitrary element of [7]
o- o-

a E
I Cr° I

Then by the lemmas above, we have the following:

Theorem 2-4-5. The continuous pair A= (-X-, X) induces a

bundle map=9 from the bundle -11 I nK I`0-' (P IT E nK
to the

The subsequent 1. c. s. map9}
o- * o- E nK

to X //'on the simplicial approximation

The main theorem in this section states as follows:

Theorem 2-4-6. Given a continuous pair A (X, X) between

simplicial bundles E K1 and I , there is an integer

such that (i) A induces a bundle map
P inE j Kj to IT), and (ii) the 1. c. s. maps corresponding to any two

such bundle maps are contiguous in the category X, .

Proof. The proof is not difficult; it is almost the repetition of

the arguments which we have seen so far in this section. Let

L be simplicial approximations to X., and let

{90_, 91 EnK and
4cr' 1P}o- EnK

be corresponding bundle maps

induced by A. We shall show that the two 1.c. s. maps

depends only

= {90_, EnK from
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{9 9} n
a- . o- E_ and

LP}o- E nK
are contiguous in the category )°6
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nKOrient by any fashion and let Cr = , V > E
n

qK Since

(P, 4 are contiguous in ordinary sense, r), 4,(o-) are faces of a

common simplex in 1--(; in fact, if a E I , then by Lemma

2-4-1, we have

(P(cr), Off) < A(2-..(a))

where A(X(a)) is the carrier of X(a) in K. Recall that

[(P, <CP(v0); OV.), t.k(v

= the j-th face of [cp , ip]i(cr)

and that crj denotes the j-th face of IT . By virtue of Section

1-5, it suffices to obtain maps

LIJ]i : F
o- CT [9, LP] ((r)

[co, Lp]i' : F
-1;[(P; j((r)

subject to the following conditions:

(i) If i < j, the diagram

[co,

[(p, k4i]1(0-3)

Ii
0-

4J]i(0-)



is homotopy commutative.

(ii) If i > j, the diagram

F.
0-

i+1
,-(0)

T

0- i+ 1
[c9, LP]o_ [(P, 4di+1(T)

is homotopy commutative.

(iii) For each pair i, j, the diagram

62

is homotopy commutative,

In the above diagrams, it is understood that the maps i mean

appropriate fiber injections. The singular homology functor sends

these diagrams onto the commutative diagrams, which give sufficient

conditions for {90_*, yo}o_EnK and {Llicr*,114-crEnK to be contiguous in

-)t'. For each simplex W E nK K, choose a point
aw

E I . Let

[9, &p]' be the composite of the following arrows:



-1
0

cr -1 ,-1F --) {a } x F 13 (a ) Pp(X(a ))0-
0-

()
0-

A(X (a ))
Cr {Mao)} X 7

X(a ))
,,,x

0-41"a))
0-

i[49, tdi(u)
A(L(a )),d

0- 7
[co, 1P]-(0-)

and then put

[(p, j
J()

cr

[c9,
d' ° [c9' 4d(ri

where d a . and d' = a . .

{49 La. (cr)

Observe that the definition of [(p, is the same as that of
, a

(cf. (2.4. 1)) except for the difference of the fiber injections involved.

Also, by this definition, condition (iii) is automatically satisfied.' We

shall show the outline to prove the conditions (i) and (ii); the detail has

already been shown in the previous lemmas.

Suppose that the line segment I joining a and a . is
o-

cr.)

such that there is a E K with X(I) C al Then the diagrams in

(i) and (ii) are homotopy commutative by exactly the same argument

shown in Lemma 2-4-2.

By the analogous process as in Lemmas 2-4-3 and 2-4-4, we
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has nothing to do with the projection appearing in

64

can eliminate the condition X(I) C I al in (1), thus, proving the

statements (i) and (ii). //

Corollary 2-4-7. Given a continuous pair A = (T, X.) between

simplicial bundles E I KI and r 1/71 there is an integer

such that A induces a unique homomorphism

: , ( K;H ,F) (17;H :17) .

Proof- This follows from Theorems 1-5-2 and 2-4-6. //

The bundle ma induced by the continuous pair A 7-(T.,L) will

be called bundle map approximations to A.

2-5. Projections of Canonical Subdivisions

Let E K, E IKI be simplicial bundles such that

E C F, KI C RI and p 'I E. The pair I = (T, i) where

and i: IKI are the inclusions, is called a bundle

inclusion. Here, K does not have to be a subcomplex of K, and

hence, need not be the map 191 for some simplicial map .

A bundle map approximation to the bundle inclusion will be denoted by

{Tr, Tr} .
0- CT E

Note that Tr is a map between the fibers F and T, and
cr 0- Tr(0-/



Section 2-1. Through the definition of bundle map approximations

(cf. (2.4. 1)), we observe that each Tf is a homeomorphism of the

fiber F of the canonical subdivision P in
E KI into the fiber

cr

of the bundle I. Also, by Theorem 2-4-6, if Ill and
II2

are bundle map approximations to the bundle inclusion I with

P in Irespect to the n-th subdivision E K1, then the resulting

chain transformations

11 , TI : C# (nK H F) C (R; Fl*T")
1# 2# *

are chain homotopic-

A bundle map approximation H ={iT, Tr} EnK to the bundle

inclusion of the following type

1

where K K is a projection (cf. Eilenberg-Steenrod [2]), is

of special interest and will be called a projection of the canonical
P n Psubdivision E I K1 onto E IKI; its interconnection with the

subdivision chain map hn (cf. (2.2.2)) is given in the following:
0

PTheorem 2-5-1. Let E be a simplicial bundle and
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E IK, the canonical subdivision of p. Let II = {Tr , IT} En be
(T 0-

P
a projection of E I ici onto E 12" I KI . Then and hn

0

are chain homotopy inverses of each other.

Proof. Because of the transitivity of hno (cf. Theorem 2-2-1)

and the similar property of the projections, it suffices to prove the

theorem for n = 1. One half of the theorem is easy: Let

co_ a- E 1-1*(Fcr) Zo_C Cq(K;H*F). Then

II#
oh1 c 0o-) = cOcr

ITIC I a-

1,q
T E

Tr (c) Tr ([qcr)] )

TIC Id

wheretri : Cci(1K) Cq(K) is induced from ii. Observe that for

1 qall T E K such that IT I C I o- and ir does not collapse T,

we have Tr (T ) = o-, F = F and that the map Tr : F F is the
T 0- T T Cr

identity (cf. (2.2.1) and (2.4.1)). It follows that

11 ° o- ) c ([Q(r)] cT 0 Tr#A(01r)

ITICICI IC kr1

° 0- ) C 0-
0-
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because of Tr =
1C (K)

. This proves

# oh° = 1C (K;H,F)

Now, we shall show the difficult half:

h 1
0 # C# ( K°1-1 F)

One reason which makes the proof difficult is that we do not have the

acyclicity of the cone-complexes if complexes possess 1. c. s. , while

the acyclicity of such complexes is a main tool in showing

Tr# lc (1K) for ordinary complexes. For any chain

C E C (1K), we set

where the union is taken i over all T E 1Kq occurring in the linear

combination of c. Also, for each T E 'K, we define to be

the unique simplex in K such that ii C I ,g I Give any

orientation on K; it will give the orientation on 'K through the

cone complexes with the barycenters of simplexes of K. We

des ignate 7, 7 to be the boundary operators of the chain complexes

C#(1K) , C4(K), respectively. We first need a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 2-5-2. Let T,W E 1K such that II CIand
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let W I < W. Then we have:

P P
W .6 I

T

the diagram

JL Ill' C I I
then

If 1(1'1 C 1.;r(T)1 then

Proof. (i) Since 11'1, II Cl&r1

so that F F F by (2.2. 1); then for each b e
T 0-)

CA.)

obtain i
, b = 1F by (2.1.3) and (2.2.1).

(ii) since I-7-1, WI C I, we have

by (2.2.1). Choose a ITI,

WI :F F.
ico = 1F

WI
-"1- : F

FiT(T)
.

we have A = le-

T W

, we

PT PA E
T T

b E IWII, and consider

0-1 0 Tr?
A A

1 w - 1 = - 1 TF _-0 {b} x F --> p (b) --> p (b)-4z, {b} x F ..--L4' Fw - w - w A A z A
T T T

I!0 I
0 TT? t 1

, Ir(T) r, 1 _,
p ko) ,=--), in} xt, 11---'.' 4' F

iTki-) Tr(r) = Tr(T)

- -F {a} x F ---, p1 (a) 1 (a) ---) {a} x F ----* F
A 0 A IT32

0
T -1 IT

A T A
A

T
T

T
T T T

where j, j are the natural injections and TT' ,1 2 IT'
A Tr(T)

natural projections. From the fact that 8 =0 and
W I ET W

0 =
E

(cf. (2.2. 1)), we have an obvious homotopy from
T A I

T T

are the
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the composite of the arrows on the top line to that on the bottom line;

also, by the definition of the fiber injections (cf. (2.1.3)), the small

rectangle in the diagram is homotopy commutative. Consequently, the

whole diagram is homotopy commutative. But since
-1 -1we have by (2. 2. 1) that p) (b) = pw, (b), F F, and
Tr(T TrkT)

e-rr(-r ) Ew, ew
it follows that the composite of arrows on the path

F , ,
Tivr)

win the diagram is precisely the fiber injection i
b

Since the

composite of the arrows on the path

If w E

(ii) - c is a cycle.

1(c.i) 'I C I ) I ,

co
I wis the map Tr, it follows that Tr e. , Tr7, a -r, a W, b ' T

as desired. //

Lemma 2-5-3. Let T E Kr, r > 0 and let 1K denote the
cr

simplicial complex obtained by the 1st barycentric subdivision of T

1Kq, q >0 such that
I C 11.(c1)1, then there exists a

o-

chain cw
E Cq(1 Ka.)

such that (i) every simplex w occurring in
wthe linear combination of c has property c715(a-)1, and



linear combination of c' has property I w

given in Kee see [5], Chapter II; one can find the details in this book.
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Proof. w is a face of the cone simplex p * CO where p

is a barycenter of o. Every q-face iW of T has p as one

of its vertices, and therefore, has property !wit i 125(01. Put

cw = w -5(r) ; then since w is the 0-th face of T CO does not

occur in the linear combination of CW ; also W Cw bounds the

simplex T ; in particular, W Cw is a cycle. //

Lemma 2-5-4. Let o, 1K be as in Lemma 2-5-3. Then for
cr

any chain c E Cq(1K) q >0, there exists a chain c' e Cq(1Kcr)

such that "a(c) = (c') and every simplex wl occurring in the

Proof. For each w E Kg occurring in the linear combination

of c, c, we set cw to be as in Lemma 2-5-3 when I 1 C

and to be equal to W otherwise. If c is written as mww with

(J)

171w
E Z, then we set c' =(A,c . Then

-6(c-c') m(w-c) ) m8(w-c ) = 0, i.e., -5(c) //
CsJ

Remark 2-5-5. The following is an outline of the definition of

a chain homotopy

15 ° Tr# -= lc (iK) C(K) Co(1K)
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Given T E 1K, let 1K be the simplicial complex obtained by the
A

11st barycentric subdivision of A E K. If T is a vertex of K

then Wr(T)) is a vertex of A , and 15(T) is defined to be the

chain in C1(1 K ) whose boundary is (71*(T)) - 7. Suppose -5(T')

1Kq,is defined for each T E 1Kq-1. Then for 7 E

().rro(T) - T - 15.7§-(T) is easily seen to be a cycle in
Cq(1KA

) , and

hence, it bounds by the acyclicity of the complex K; -15(T) is
A

then, defined to be any chain in Cq+1(1KA ) such that

-a(rs(T)) = (T) - T - °.-g(T).

By virtue of Lemma 2-5-4, we may assume that the chain

homotopy 15: °nit -1- lc (1K) is such that each simplex co in the

linear combination of D(T) has property lod 17(AT)I
In such a

case, we have
J C I

A°T.1

whence

(2. 5.1) F = F = F
(A) A

by (2. 2.1). One may note that the choice of such D simplifies our

argument considerably, although it is not a crucial factor- For each

direct sum component H,(F ) Z C C ( K;H,F), define
T

D : H,(F )®Z (1K;H F)
T T q+1 *

by D7(c7 T) = 15( ). If I T C I Tr(T) I , then AT 1T(T) and



1hence dimK = q ; it follows 15(T) = 0, so that
A

(2. 5. 2)

Otherwise, D(T) has a unique linear combination mww with

Let

-r

E H(F)
Zw C Cq+1(1K;H,,,F) by (2.5.1). Thus,

w makes

sense, and is obviously a homomorphism. The family {DT}
E 1Kq

induces the homomorphism

D : El) H ,F Z = C q(1K;H Cq+1(1K;HT T
1

T E

by additivity. We shall show that

D (c 0-r) = 0 .
T T

1 q+1
K , m E Z; SO D (C T) C

A T T
m LL) = 2 c m (A.)

and (Tr(v)); hence

V E F ,-0 Z C01 K ; ) If v = Tr(
, v v

Try
-= and D(cv v) = 0 by (2. 5. 2), so that

aD(cv 0v) = =
cv Tr(v) - cv v = cv (Tr(v)) - cv 0 v

= Tr (c ) 0 Tr (v) - c 0 v = 1 oII (c v) -cv* v v 0 # v

If v 31 ir(v), then we may regard D(v) as the 1-simplex joining

T (4)
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), we have



oD(c 0v) = 8(cv015(0

cTi(vv
(1r(

igTr()v*))

) ®

.Tr(v) .v
= 1D(* (c ) (Tr(v)) - 1D() (cv)

v
v) v v*

ono(v) - cv v (by Lemma 2-5-Z)

= h01(cv0v) - cv v .

This proves that the diagram

1

C1
(11cH F) -->

*

is commutative.

Let q >0, and choose c E Cq1K;H*F). If Jr C kr(7)1

then D (c 07 ) = 0 by (2.5. 2), so that we have
T T

8 oD(c 0-r) + Do8(c 0T) = D08(c 07)

Ti
,(C

T)
0?) (-1)iTj

T't

(Ti = j-th face of

.T1 AC ) 03) (-1) (T ) =
T T

) - (c ) vD(v)* v

1

K;H*F)

Ihloll
- 1

0 # ;H*F)
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C (-1)

ITi1C1 ( ))I

0+

a D(c 0T) + Doa(c T)

ITil 11(iTer»1

.Ti
1 C (T

T

Tj C r5(1T(T))

i (c ) 0 (-1)15(Ti)T* T
r5(1T(T))1

i ,(c ) (-l)iD(Ti)
T

C 15(Trer »I

c 0 (-1) Der )
Ti ( ( T ) ) I

(by Lemma 2-5-2(i))

0 .1."T
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by the analogous argument

C (-Ut(ri) , it

C (-1)315(T3)

31(tIzor(-1-»1

because D(T for Tj I C I t(Tr(T)) I

to get (2.5.2). Rewriting 0 as

follows



= c Tio-5(T) c OD 15 0(T)+8015(T)) = CT ®(0#(T)-T)

0 Tr (T ) - c T = Tr C ) "' Tr (T) - c OD TT4 T
1

=
h011#

(c TOT) - c T
0

because of
TrT 1F : F F = F , Suppose now that

Tr(T)

TI k(T)I, and write D(T) = m w where W E 10+1 and

M(A) E Z. Then

a .D(c =

c b(

c -35(T)) = c m W )
T W

a (M C 0J)
W T

(M C ) (-1)jwj
(0 T

i (m c ) (-1) W
LA)* (A) T

I C

/ M C ) ( - 1 )
T

(A) IC 1 ;r(T)1

i. co* wT) (-1)5(A)m c
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a 0D(cT OT) =

= c 18)

c mu)

Tr 0, ( C )
T T

CI)iC ) (-1)jj
T

C (-1)jwi
CA)T

(rnwcT) (-1) w

31C1 (T)I

coj/ ,(m C ) ( - 1 j
W T
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where w3= j-th face of o. and is the summation over

such that 1171 and r(T)I. By Lemma 2-5-2, it

follows



On the other hand,

( - 1 )imwcoi + (-1)inlup)

3 I CT I C 1;r(T)I

(11- #(T)) - T -

+ Tr .( c )
T

co

m)

(171 C ( -1)WiW T

-1)m) =
mw-6.(

) oD() = (11-#(T)) - T -D°&(T)

Note that T has a unique face Tk whose vertices do not include

k .the barycenter of A ; this is the unique face of T which

lies in 14-5(21 ) Rewrite the equation above as

( - 1)iincoWi
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Writer)) - T - (-1)kb(Tk

Case (i): = 7(T).

(-1)imww

U) AC

-1)411(,)0) :7 0

-1- -

and observe that all T with j are such that IIC I

whence by our choice of D, the linear combinations of the D(T3)

contain no o.) such that C I-6(46T I

(-1)jrnw(,)j = (T)) - (-1

78

(-04Tvai ( - 1 Om (A)

w ccji c 1:67.1 (A) I (A) 1Ter) I

In this case, I Der ) I C (T)I so that from the previous equation,

we must have the following three equations:
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By our choice of D and basic properties of barycentric subdivisions,

it is easy to see that each wi in the last equation is distinct. Hence,

all the m in the equation must be zero; it follows that

80D(c 0-r) c (-T-
T

jik

-= Tr ) - c T - c ( 1)i -1-5(Tj)
T (71-#(7))

jVk

- Tr ,(c ) (-1)kD(Tk)
T'f4 T

(c ) qTr (T)) - c OT -/ c®(l)D(T)
jVk

- IT (C (-
T*

(2. 5. 3)

But

(-1)i-15(Ti)) + Tr (c )0 ((Tr (T))-(-1)k15(Tk))
-r* T #

kb-0.k

.TBy Lemma Z-5-2, we have c = i ,(c ) for j k and
T

T.

Tr ,,(c ) = ,(c ). Consequently, we have
Tn' T T

a 0D(c 0-r) -= it (c ) 0 (Trn(T)) - c TT* T

.Tj
1- (C 0

T



1 (c ) 0 (-T* T

whence we conclude that

8 D(cT + a (cT T) = itT*(CT) (1.1-4(T)) - cT T

a 0.13(cTOT)+Doa c oio-d=hlort (c ®T) - c (io T.
0 # T

and we again, have three equationsIn this case,

Case (ii): A k Tr(T).

k
)IC kl,

(-OmLou) - -(-1)k35(Tk)

(-1)imwco =i (Tr#(7))

All in the last equation have property Ilil C I.O. k

o) ,Tk
T

F . 1= F = F ,_, i --= (cf. (2. 5. 1)). Therefore,
(03

0) T1_k Tic

= Doa(c 0T),
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so that



co

=
T
1T* T

It follows that

a op(c ®T )=c

coj
c ) ® (-1)i

T

jik

iTk(c ) (-1)kD(Tk)
T T

= TrT*(c - c
T) qTr#(T)) T

(M C ) (-1).0.)
T* CL) T

W

.TT: (c) k
= -1 (c ) (20 (-1) D(T )

T T

+1T 7) 0 (Tr#(7))

jik

- iT ) (-1)kD(kT )
T

iiut again by Lemma 2-5-2, this gives us Equation (2 5.3). Thus,

we conclude:

a 01)(c OT) +Doa(c OT) = h °II# (c OT) - c T,
0 T

e. , D is a desired chain homotopy. //

Corollary 2-5-6. and h0* are isomorphisms that are

(-l)mw

inverses of each other. In particular, we have
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H nK;1-1*F) E1*(K;1-1,,,F)

i.e., the homology group with 1. c. s. of a simplicial bundle is

invariant under the process of subdivisions. //

2-6. Sub -Bundles

be a simplicial bundle IE , p, 0, Fo j
Cl

EK

By a sub-bundle of p, we mean a simplicial bundle

IE,p ,o ,F
T T T TTEK

where K is a subcomplex of K and for each T E K, E E

P
pT pT , = 0T , TT =

FT
Each simplicial bundle E KI has

at least two sub-bundles, the empty bundle (the empty function

denoted as 0 and E 1K1 itself. The following propositions are

immediatet

Proposition 2-6-1. The union and intersection of a family of

sub-bundles of a sim licial bundle are sub-bundles of the simplicial

bundle. //
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1K1 are sub-bundles of a simplicial bundle
P

E I K1 then the union and intersection of 15', 15 are respectively

denoted by E- -15 IR-v , 117r,R1.

Let E IKI



Proposition 2-6-2. If

P ,simplicial bundle E IKI then the bundle inclusion I: p p

is the bundle map {1_, ,
T E

where i : K is the inclusion,

whence it induces the inclusion chain transformation

I
C#

(R;H = C# (17<;H ,FI) C# (K;H,F). //
#

By a bundle pair, we mean a pair (p,15) where p is a

simplicial bundle and 13 is a sub-bundle of p. Given bundle pairs

(p,15) and (r, 7), a bundle map cl : p r which induces a bundle

map 15 in the obvious way is called a bundle map from (p,15)

to (r, F). This gives rise to a category of bundle pairs, written

GYP; identifying a bundle pair (p, 0) with p, we have

63 6363 .

Now, there is a covariant functor from (2(? to Dct6) which

to each bundle pair (E 1KI , E 1171 ) assigns the simplicial

pair (K, R) with 1. c. s {H F , IT }, and to each bundle map
* cr a- *

{9o-' 910- EK
assigns the 1. c. s. map {c9 co}

E

there are covariant fun.ctors c(s(2 --- CC and
#

H,: 66 such that

C#(p, 17) C#(K, 1c;H*F I K_-1,-(-)

C

H*(p,13) = H*(K, R;H*F

H*() .

Consequently,
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is a sub-bundle of a



A
(13) H (p) H (p)--+ Hq-1(15) -" //

Theorem 2-6-4. Let , '5 be sub-bundles of a simplicial

bundle p. Then there is a Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the couple

fi; "12'4

I*
- (15r1:3)---> FI (To) ED H (15) (fivrii)

A

Hq- 1(1-5)(--)P)
. . .

where I*, J as in Theorem 1-4-2. //

PLet E --". 1K1 be a simplicial bundle with a sub-bundle

E 1D-'" lk-1 . We denote by p - fp-, the map p1E--E:E - -k- -." 11(1 -1I

pli 1
P2 ,

i'
-1-51 1 t 15-2 t iLet El--Kii, E2 -->IK2 1 E1 -->il< 1, E2 -->IK2 I be

1

sub-bundles of p such that for each k = 1, 2, -15k is a sub-bundle of

Pk,
and the bundle inclusion I ° (P1,-151) (P2,152) is defined. If
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H*(p,15) is called the homology group of the bundle pair (p,15).

From Theorems 1-3-2 and 1-4-2, the following theorems are immedi-

ate:

Theorem 2-6-3: Let (p,r5) be a bundle pair and let I, J be

bundle inclusions - - p and p (p,15). Then there is a functorial

exact sequence of the bundle pair (1D,70):
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p - 131 and pz coincide then we call I an excision map

(which is a bundle map by Proposition 2-6-2).

Theorem 2-6-5. Every excision map between bundle pairs

induces an isomorphism between the corresponding homology groups.

Proof. Let I = (I, i) be the excision map whose domain and

range are given above. In particular, i is an excision map between

simplicial pair s (K1' T1) (K2' K2). Hence, we have K2 = K1 172

and K1 = K1 rm R2 (cf. Spanier [10], Theorem 4. 6. 1). By a simple

algebra of sets, it follows that K1-K1 = K1 -K2 = (K1L,I72) -

Hence, using the familiar direct sum decompositions of our chain

groups, we see at once that

Co(Ki, ki;H*FIK
1

= C# (K1 ;H FlK )/C#1;H )* * K
1 1

C (K1 v 2 H *F I Tz. /c (Tc2 ;H*F I )

"1 2 2

= C (K ;H )/C (17 ;H )# 2 * K2 # 2 * K

= C (K ; Fl )# 2' 2 * K2-K2

It is easy to check that the isomorphism is induced by the bundle

inclusion (I, i). Consequently, we have



I: H*(K1171;H*F. ) H*(K2, 17z;H*F K )

i.e.

1* : H*(Pp1-51) H*(P2, 172) //

P
Corollary 2-6-6. Let E I K1 be a simplicial bundle and let

1D-- 1-g I I
be sub-bundles of p. Then we have the

isomorphism

: H*(15, 13(Th H*(1-5-IrD:5)

induced by the bundle inclusion I: (1-5,17:(--NT:1) (1-.5j15,

Proof. I is an excision map. //

Corollary 2-6-7. (The Excision Theorem for Simplicial Bundles).

Let IKI, be a bundle pair and let r< be a sub-

complex of K such that K K = K. Then the bundle inclusion

(PR,1517(._\1) C (p, 17)) induces an isomorphism on homology, where

PIK-1
1.3 (iKr-NKI)p (IKI)

Proof. p j piz, and
7'17rmic 13-s

//

Another way of stating the excision theorem is that if U is the

complement of I KI then the bundle inclusion

5 ) CK-U' (p, 15)
(P K-U
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induces an isomorphism on homology, where K-U = K and

--K--U =

2-7. The Category of Simplicial Bundles as a Category of Maps

By a map pair, we mean a pair of continuous maps (X B,

_ 7 _x B) between topolotical spaces such that rc C X, 1-3- C B and

g
-f-= flx. If (f,-f-) = (X -4- B, X -4- B) and (g, ) = (Y C, Y C)

are two map pairs, then a morphism from (f,1) to (g, i) is a

commutative square

X

87

such that T.(5c) C V, x(E) C C. The morphism is denoted by

A = X). Thus, we can talk about the category of map pairs (or

simply the category of maps). An intensive study of a homology theory

established on the category of maps, is found in Elwin [3].

In this section, we form a new category of simplicial bundles

and obtain a homology functor on this category; the process is remi-

niscent of establishing homology of polytopes in simplicial homology

theory. More explicitly, let G3(5=' denote the full subcategory of

the category of map pairs consisting of all bundle pairs as its objects,

and G3 the full subcategory of 51.2 whose objects are simplicial



bundle E I KI
,to a simplicial bundle I Ki . Choose a suffi-

ciently large integer n so that there exists a bundle map approxi-

mation to A that maps the canonical subdivision E InKI

- -,
into E K1. Define

A# C#
(K;HF) C (R;H

#

to be the composite ohn where hn is the subdivision chain
# 0 0

transformation. First thing to do is to show that the subsequent

homomorphism

A (K'H F H* (17;H -1-')* * *

is independent of the choice of n. Suppose m >n; it suffices to

show that the diagram

H,(nK.H F)
h n*

H(1<-;H 17)* *

;H*F)

--> 1-1,,,(niK;H*F)

0*
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bundles p = (p, 0) where denotes the empty function. For the

sake of simplicity, we shall establish a homology functor on

the same process gives a homology on the category 6361)

Let A = be a morphism in 6 from a simplicial



is commutative, where is a bundle map approximation to A

with respect to
P into E KI

m. Let Il be the projection from E

we know that ri* and hnm*

proving the commutativity of the upper triangle. Since the subdivision

chain transformations are transitive (cf. Theorem Z-2-2), we conclude

that the diagram is commutative. The resulting unique correspondence

A A will turn out to be functorial by the following theorem.

Theorem 2-7-1. The rule H,. that assigns to

each simplicial bundle E 11C1, the homology group

Hjp)= 11*(K;HF), and to each morphism A, the homomorphism

A* is a covariant functor.

Proof. There is only one nontrivial thing to show, namely, to

check if H preserves the compositions of morphisms. Consider

the commutative diagram

I mKI

are inverses of each
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other. One notes that the composite map ofl is a bundle map

approximation to A with respect to the integer m, and hence by

Theorem 2-4-6, we have n* °II)* T* ; applying hn to

both sides, we obtain



such that

E E
P 4.

e = ohm ° * then we will obtain* 0*
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A* = oh' Ooh (r. A)*. By virtue of what

we have proved above, we may assume that n is so large that there

exists a bundle map approximation to the morphism I 0 A where

I is the inclusion morphism from 1R-1 to E mk-1 . Thus,

,(nK;H,F) H,(mK;H F)

To show = hm let II be the projection from E I mk10*

to EIKI Since the composite flo is a bundle map approxima-

tion to A, we have

n o
*

n 0
,

of objects and morphisms in Then the composite r*. A is

the composite of homomorphisms:

hn0*nH ,(K;H F) > H (K;H,F)(K.1.1 F)
P *

hm g,-0*> H -1; H ,rIZ; H

where ip are bundle map approximations to A, r, respectively.

If we show that there is a bundle map approximation e to ro A



Applying mli o* to both sides, we obtain

8 .7- j0; this completes the proof of our theorem. //

Similarly, we obtain the following theorem:

Theorem 2-7-2. There is a covariant functor H*: aG)

that assigns to each bundle pair (p,), the homology group

H,(p,T5), and to each morphism A, the homornorphism A,. //

Theorem 2-7-3. The rule which to each bundle pair (p,i5)

assigns the exact sequence

I A
. . . H (p) H (p) H (p,)-->H

q. q-

(cf. Theorem 2-6-3) and to each morphism A E Mor05( r-fri" 2:152))

assigns the commutative diagram

I * A

Hq(1) Hq(p1) Hq(pl 71) Hq-1

A, I A 1 A, I

Hq(15-2) Hri(p2)-53) Hri(p2,17),)--> H
4. A q

is a covariant functor.

Proof. All we need is to show that A commutes with A ,

i.e., the diagram in the theorem is indeed commutative. Consider

h 0*0 '

);=

. Put
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the diagram

hn0**H (p ,r) ) Hq(nKl'Ilff ; ) bH (p ,175- )
q 1 1 n. q 2_ K

1

1 1 I
AA

hn

Hq-1(1-51)
0*> Hq-1 (nK1 ;H F1 I )

*
q_1 (P2)----+ H (15" )

*

nK1

where (1K11, 1R11) is the base space of (p1,-151) and (1*
is a

bundle map approximation to A. By the functoriality appearing in

Theorem 2-6-3, the right square is commutative. Also, the com-

mutativity of the left square follows from the fact that the subdivision

homomorphisms commute with boundary operators and the definition

of the connecting homomorphisms. Hence, the diagram is comrauta-

tive; since A = o h,
,

it follows that A, commutes with A. /10
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III. HOMOLOGY OF SUBMERSIONS

3-1. Direct Limits and the Functor Extension Theorems

Because of its importance in our theory, we need a rather

intensive study of the notion of direct limits in general. Let

a category and let Dir(C) denote the category of direct systems of

C. (cf. Eilenberg-Steenrod [2]) defined as follows: An object of

Dir(C) is a direct system if = {Xf}where Xa E Ob (C)a' a CL, p E

and f E Mor (X , X ) for all a, P E A ; if {Y , g5}1,6EB
is another object of Dir(C) then a morphism from to is a

family = {(p\1, c
E

where c is a relation with
CL

Domain(c) = A and Range() C B, and Ta E More , YN) for

each (a, .y) E 9, such that whenever (a, y), (p, 6) E 9 with a <

and j < 6 then the diagram

(1)

is commutative. Our definition generalizes the one given in

Eilenberg-Steenrod [2], and it turns out that this definition of

morphisms is necessary for our purpose. The identity morphism on
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Xa



is the family
{1X , 1A}a EA

a
has range Y and a morphism

= {x, f
Q CI, PEA

If = {X ?}
Q, p EA

composite g is the family {qi.y.(pa'Y, co}, where the composite

Y4, 0 co is, because of commutative diagram (1), independent of the
Y a

intermediate indices y. The morphisms fP of a direct system
a

are called projections of X.

is a direct system then a direct limit of

X is a universal (initial) object in the following category 6:

Ob(e) consists of families {V, f }
EA

where V E Ob(C,) and
Q

f E Mor (X , V) such that whenever a < 13 in A, the diagramCa
V

fa/ \f
---) Xa >

fR

is commutative. If {V, f}a EA,
} E Ob(G), then a morphism

a 121Q EA

from the first to the second is a morphism f E More(V, V) making

the diagram
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and if a morphism {c6:Y, (19}
a

= 4J} has domain Y then the



commutative for all a E A. A direct limit of X {X ,fP}a a a, p E A

xis denoted as 31 = {X f} . Thus, for any object
00' a aEA

in 63

diagram

(2)

there exists a unique f E Mor (X V)C making the

commutative whenever a < P. The family

be identified with Xe0 E Ob(C), and because of the universal

property, X00 is unique up to the equivalence. If = {(di, cp} is aa

morphism of Dir(e) from X to Y then a direct limit of

oo

oo
= {X00, fa}a

EA

fa}a EA

may
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lowing is a straightforward generalization of Theorem VIII-4. 12 (also,

is a unique morphism t'co E MO rc(X Y00) such that the diagram

(3) 1,00

X00 Yea

oo

fa
00

X a
a

is commutative for each (a, ./) E (p. Identifying equivalent objects,

we obtain the direct limit (if it exists) of a direct system. The fol-



lim : Dir( C;)

which assigns to each (morphism or object) C E Dir(C') the cor-

responding direct limit, is a covariant functor. //

Let Or. a be categories and T. a covariant functor.

Then F obviously induces a functor from Dir(e) to Dir(CX) in

the following way: If = {X ,f13
EA

} is an object of Dir(e)a a a,P

e,then the corresponding object is F(X) = {F(Xd\, F(fr)} a PEA

= {c, col is a morphism of Dir(3) then the corresponding

morphism is F() = {F(co.va),9}. The induced functor is also denoted by

F. If Dir(a) is a subcategory of Dir(C) containing C E Dir(C)

such that C 3, we shall say that a functor F: 3-4"

commutes with direct limits of objects of Dir(e) provided that the

following diagram is commutative:
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see Theorem VIII-3.14) of Eilenberg-Steenrod [2]. Note that the

subclass of Dir(e) consisting of direct systems and morphisms

whose direct limits exist, forms a subcategory of Dir(C). We use

Dir(e) to denote a subcategory of Dir(C,).

Theorem 3-1-1. Let C' be a subcategory of 3, and

Dir(C') the category of direct systems of C' whose direct limits

exist in 3. Then the function

and if



C E Ob ))

lirn lirn

Also we say that a category CZ. is closed under direct limits if

Ern :Dir(01) Ot is defined. We need a few more definitions before

stating the main theorem. A functor F : C 01 is said to be

surjective if each A E Ob(a) may be written as F(C) for some

and each t E Mor (F(C), F(D)) may be written as
OZ.

F(f) for some morphism f E Mor(C,D). A direct system

"X--= {xa, p A is called injective if X and given an object

W and a morphism f from W to X00, there exists at most

one morphism g such that the following diagram is commutative:

Co

a
Xcc Xa

/g

In case X consists of sets and functions then it is injective if all
oo

fa are injective; in case all fa are injective then we note that all

fP are also injective.a

Theorem 3-1-2. (The First Functor Extension Theorem). Let

Ot , C be categories with Ot being closed under direct limits.
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Ob(Dir(e)) Dir(OL)



Let a' be a subcategory of C with a category Dir(CI) of

injective direct systems of a' such that the functor

lim : Dir(a) C is s urjective If F' C' is a covariant

functor commuting with direct limits of objects of Dir( CI) then

F' has an extension F: C,

Proof. Our plan is to obtain an extension through the diagram

F'
Dir(C,') --> Dir(a)

C

For each C E Ob(C), let dir(C) denote the family of all direct

systems X in Dir(C') such that X C. Choose an X from
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each dir (C) and form the full subcategory (Z C Dir(C,') consist-

ing of all these X.Now, lim induces a one-to-one: c,
correspondence between Ob(6a) and Ob(3), and therefore,

F :0b(C) OZ. such that for each 'if E Ob(6.-8),

F. lim (3r) = lim°V(X)

is well-defined. Because lim Dir( C') C is surjective, each

morphism in C has a preimage in ; so, for each morphism

in (5.- , we set F .lim () = lim .F1(). We shall show that F



is again well-defined. Let X = X f131a' a a, p E A

be objects of 6ziS and be morphisms with = .
00 00

We wish to show that r Moo F' ()oo For each (a, y) E tp and

(a, 5) E qi , there exists 0 E B such that y, S < 0, which gives

the commutative diagram

F'Moo

F'(Shoo*

I

I I

Ft(X)00

Xa

by injectiveness of Y and commutative diagrams (2), (3). The

functor F' sends it onto the commutative diagram with solid arrows

in the following diagram:

5

1 -- Fl(y )F1(1)00 r(Y5)

F'(coVa)\

r(Xa)

and {Y , g6}
Y 6 E B

Ft(Y )

0 I 0(g5)

In the above diagram, { riy y EDJ
Ft (3f) e° a EA

denote the
00

direct limits of F'(.1), F'(#K.), respectively. Thus, for any

(4i
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we obtain

00 000° 5
11 ° Fr(CP)= °Ff(g ).Fr((pY) = 11 °FI( qict)a 0 a 0

00 8
= 116 °F'(4)a) = F'(00/)°e:

using commutative diagrams (2) and (3). It follows from the unique-

ness of direct limits of morphisms that F'(1.)00 = F'()oo, i.e.,

limor(I) Consequently, F: C, 01. is well-defined,

and it is a functor since lim, F' are functors.

To show that F is an extension of F', let X = , f131a a Cl., PEA

be the selected direct system whose direct limit is C E Ob(C).

Then since F' commutes with objects of Dir(a), we have

F(C) = lim °Fl() = F' °lim() = FI(C). The corresponding identities

for morphisms of C can be obtained easily from the uniqueness

of the direct limits of morphisms in Dir(C'). This completes the

proof of the extension theorem. //

Due to the wide variety of direct systems, we cannot hope for

uniqueness of an extension F or the commutativity of F with

direct limits of objects of 3. Our extension F depends on the

choice function that chooses a direct system from each dir(C). In

many occasions, however, we choose a rather small category

Dir(C,1), often in such a way that each dir(C) will have the
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"largest?' direct system. If this is the case, the natural choice of a

direct system in dir(C) will be this largest system, and hence the

extension will have a uniqueness to some extent; the next extension

theorem will illustrate this point.

We shall say that a category C, admits a partial order

if (i) Ob(e) is partially ordered by «, and (ii) whenever

X Y in Ob(C),
. x Y X
IX

= l and i oix X W

Ythere exists ix E Mor (X, Y) such that

.Y=i In the following, always denotes a

category admitting a partial order. «. A direct system
XR

{x , f} with fP = iy for all a, p E A with a < p will be
a a a, p EA

a
of our interest; such a system is written as

{X}, indexed by the family {X} which is directed by A sub-

category C.: of the category C, is said to be weakly directed if

the following is satisfied: For any X, Y E 013( CI), if X, Y C

for some C E Ob(C) then there exists W E Ob(C) such that

X, Y « W « C. Thus, if C,' is weakly directed then the family

{X} of all X E Ob(C) such that X « C is a direct system.
.--.,

If C happens to be an injective direct system (so, in particular,
Xr, oo oo

X lim (C) exists in C,) such that all fX :- iX then we call
--...

the 0-approximating system of C; it is often the case that

C is the direct limit of its '-approximating system.

In the following theorem, we assume that C., is a category

admitting a partial order and having a weakly directed subcategory

{X, i3-7} or simply as
X
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C' such that each C E Ob(C) is the direct limit of the

01-approximating system C. Also, Dir(C,) denotes the full sub-

category of Dir(C) satisfying the condition that Ob(Dir(C)) con-

sists of direct systems {D} of C., such that (i) lim{D} exists in

C, and (ii) If C = lim{D} then there is a cofinal subfamily {X}

in C with {T} also being cofinal in {D}.

Corollary 3-1-3. (The Second Functor Extension Theorem).

Suppose that there exists a category Dir( (1) containing all C.>

approximating systems ' 6 such that lim : Dir( CI) e., is sur-

jective, and that 07, is a category which is closed under direct

limits. Then a covariant functor Fr commuting with

direct limits of objects of Dir(C,') has a unique extension

F: C OL commuting with direct limits of objects of Dir(e)

Proof. By the proof of the first functor extension theorem, let

F be an extension based on the choice function that chooses C from

each dir(C). Thus, for each C E Ob(C), F(C) lim oFf(-6). Now

let {D} be a direct system in Dir(C) such that lim {D} C,

and let {X} be as in the above mentioned condition (ii). Then we

have that {F(R)} = {F'(-3c)} is cofinal in both Fl(rd) and {F(D)},

i.e., F(lim{D}) = F(C) = °FI(C) = lim{F'(R)} =lim{F(D)} = F({D}),

showing that F commutes with direct limits of objects of Dir(C).

To show the uniqueness, let G : a be an extension of F'
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commuting with direct limits of objects of Dir(C.). If C E Ob(C),

then G(C) G olim(Z) = lim o G(-6) = limo = F(C). This in par-

ticular shows that if X << X In C then the commutative diagram

F(X) = G(X)

X

.0where = IX , etc., corresponding to diagram (2) is sent by G

and F onto

G(C)

F(C)

F(i)
> G(X) = F(X)

F(i) = G(i)

where the vertical arrow indicates the morphisms of the universal
.0property. Thus, we must have G(i) = F(i) for all i =
IX

:X C

where X E °6. Consequently, if f E Mor (C, D) then G sends

the commutative diagram

G(i)



onto the commutative diagram

G(f)
F(C) G(C) G(D) = F(D)

F(f) = F(floo

F(i) = G(i) G(i) = F(i)

F(X) = G(X) G(Y) = F(Y)

G(cox) = F(cox)

where X E C, Y E 15 and ea- 15 such that = f. Thus, by
co

the uniqueness of F()00, we must have that G(f) = F(f). This

proves the uniqueness of F. //

The following simple example illustrates a typical application of

the second functor extension theorem. Let C, be the category of

polyhedral pairs and C; the full subcategory of C, whose objects

are compact polyhedral pairs. Then the simplicial homology functor

H°: C' has a unique extension H: C g, having corn-

pact supports: i.e. , if denotes the full subcategory of

whose objects are compact pairs, then for each C E Ob(C,) and the

("., -approximating system {D} of C, H(C) = urn {H(D)}

(cf. Spanier [10]). Knowing that I-1' coincides with the singular

homology functor restricted to C,°, it follows from the uniqueness

part that H coincides with the singular homology functor on C.
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3-2. Topological Submersions

Let X be a topological space, B a polyhedron and B a

subpolyhedron of B. Let f : X B be a continuous surjection and

put X '7 f-1(E), f f . Then the pair (X L B, T3-), also

written as (f, r), will be called a topological submersion pair, or

simply a submersion pair, if the following condition is satisfied:

Given a compact pair (W, W) C (X,7), there exists a bundle pair

(E - I KI E IKI) with OKI, IM)C (B, 13-) such that

WCECX and TV-CC
p = flE (hence 1-":"; =

E is compact (hence is also compact).

The category of submersion pairs, written j2(50 , is then

defined to be the full subcategory of the category of map pairs

(cf. Section 2-7) whose objects are submersion pairs. A submersion

pair (f, 0) with 0 being the empty function will be called a

topological submersion and written as f. From the definition of a

submersion pair, we note that a surjective map f : X ~ B with a

polyhedron B is a topological submersion if and only if given a corn-

pact subset W C X, there exists a simplicial bundle E 1K I

with E compact such that WC EC X and p fl E. The category

of topological submersions, written s2 , is defined to be the full

subcategory of ,sS1:9 whose objects are topological submersions. If
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(f,"1) is a submersion pair, then both f and f are topological

submersions. By the approximation theorem found in the Introduction,

all differentiable submersions are objects of ,s2 , and also one may

note that all simplicial bundles are objects of ,sg Thus, the

categories 68 , 6;63 (cf. Section 2-7) are respectively, full sub-

categories of , ,S263

f T
Let (X B, X B) be a submersion pair and let D be the

family of all bundle pairs (E IKI) such that E is

compact (hence E is also compact), (E,f) C (X, )7) and P flE
(hence p TIE). We define a partial ordering (or quasi-ordering in

the sense that the ordering will not be anti-symmetric, according to

Eilenberg-Steenrod [2]) « on D by

, P1 151

1 ' 1

if and only if (E1, f1) C (E2,f2).

P2 T1C2

« (E2 I K21' T2-0-I lc-2 I )

Then by the definition of submer-

sion pairs, D is a directed set; consequently, the family D

together with the bundle inclusions is a direct system indexed by D.

According to the terminologies and notations adopted in Section 3-1,

the direct system is called a (2163-approximating system of the sub-

mersion pair (f,1), and is written simply as {(p,i3)}, where 636:3

stands for the full subcategory of(5;35) whose objects are bundle

pairs with compact total spaces. We shall show that the
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P 13

AAP/ Pa

P1 P2

is commutative, where I is the bundle inclusion. We wish to show

that there is a morphism Af = from f to g such that

whenever p1 p2 then the diagram

1Q7

-approximating system {(p, IS)} indeed "approximates" (f,T)

in the following sense.

Theorem 3-2-1. Let (X B, X r3) be a submersion pair

with the 639 -approximating system {(E K, t-1-11171 )}. Then

we have

(f,T) = lim (p,p) .

Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we prove the theorem for

the topological submersion X B. The generalization to the case

of the submersion pair is straightforward. All simplicial bundles in
=_-

the following argument are assumed to be in 63-approximating system

of f. Let Y C be any topological submersion subject to the

following conditions: (i) For each E 1K1, there is a rnorphisrn

A =(X ,X ) in jg. (ii) If
p1 p2 then the diagram



is commutative, where I denotes the inclusion morphisms in

For each x E X, x lies in the total space E of some simplicial

bundle p, so we set

(x) (x)

Xf (f(x)) = (P(x))

Using condition (ii), we see at once that A is well-defined; also the

commutativity of the above diagram is obvious from the definition of

Af. The continuity of follows from that of T, and the fact that
-1 -1for any open set U C Y,

-"Kf
(U) = (U) ; similarly XI is

continuous. Consequently, f =urn p as was to be shown. //
-{11.

3-3. The Homology of Topological Submersions

The homology functor H on the category ....c2(F) is defined to

be the extension of the functor H on 6?)63 (cf. Theorem 2-7-2)

via the second functor extension theorem. Thus, if (f,-f-) is a sub-

mersion pair with the RP-approximating system {(p,15)} then
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(3. 3. 1) H*(f,1) = lim {1-1*(p,i5)}

Suppose that X B, X B are topological submersions and

A = X.) e Mor r, (f,1) ; let {E IK1}, {E I /71 / be the -

approximating systems of f, f, respectively. Then the family

(3.3.2)
-K Li

= {Al .(E E, IKI ---1-1-(1-R I )1 (E) C

is easily seen to be a morphism in Dir(e) between the

approximating systems such that A = lim (A). Thus,

H,(5) = lim {H(p)}
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H(A) for a morphism A in the category ...SP is analogous.

We note that the homology H of submersion pairs thus obtained

is the extension of H* on (263 (it is not defined to be the exten-

sion of H on 6;36i) ). However, the following lemma implies that

the homology H* on SS9 is actually the extension of H*

on 5D.

Lemma 3-3-1. Let E be a simplicial bundle with

noncompact total space E. Let {E 12" IK1} be the 63-approximating

system of 'I'S. Then

(3.3.3) = H ,(A) = lim H(A)
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where H* is the homology fun.ctor on (S - (The similar statement

for a morphism is trivial by the uniqueness of direct limits of

morphisms (cf. Section 3-1)). This can be generalized straightfor-

wardly_ to the case of bundle pairs.

Proof. First note that IS is the direct limit of its sub-

bundles having finite polyhedra as their base spaces, and it is trivial

to show that C4(iS) is the direct limit of the chain complexes of these

sub-bundles. Since the homology functor commutes with direct limits

of chain complexes, it follows that H*(1S) is the direct limit of the

homology of these sub-bundles.

Therefore, we may assume that the base complex K is finite

and furthermore that K = K for all K appearing in the 6;3 -

approximating system. Again, it suffices to show that C (IZ;H F) is

the direct limit of Cit(K;H,,,,F). Using K = i and the fact that the

singular homology functor has compact supports, any chain in

C#
(ZH F-") ---- ED H ) Z is the image of a chain in some

CT

E

C ( K ; FI F) ED H(F ) Z under the inclusion induced chain
cr

E K

transformation I Let C{} be any chain complex with chain

transformations
K :C#(K;HF) C such that whenever

the diagram

P 15;



C (K; H F) C ; H 3")
),(
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is commutative. Define y : C (R;H,1) --"- --a- as follows: Given
q q -P q

Z Oa. E C (IZ;HF.), choose C (K;HF) having c OCT with
o- q -,.= o-

Iii ( c ®o- ) = Z 0 a-. Then define yq(c® cr) = 1,c(c0.0cr) ; it is inde-
cr

pendent of the choice of C
q

(K;11,,,,F) because of the commutative dia-

gram above. Thus, we have the commutative diagram

C (K;H, )q C (R;Hq

It is easy to show that -y is a homomorphism on each component

HF OZ' ayand hence it is homomorphism. To sh that
* o- o- Yq

commutes with boundary operators, we note that the diagram

a /1#
C (;H) -C C R;H,,,7)q ),(

CI -A Ycia q-1

® Z (K;H )

q-N,



to commutative for all
C#

(K;H F) . Thus, for each

C 0- E C (K;H,F), we prove at once that
a-

8 ..yq(Z"crOo-) = a (zcr Oa-) by choosing an intermediate chain

c o- such that
I# (ca-

0 0- ) = 0 a-. Consequently, C#(K;H*1") is
o-

the direct limit of C (K;H,,F) , i.e. , C (15) = lim C (p), as was to
# # #

be shown. //

Henceforth, since the role of the category ep is immaterial,

we call the (.5MP -approximating systems simply as approximating

systems. Let (f,l) be a submersion pair with the approximating

system -Up, 13)1. Then the inclusion morphisms I :T--- f and

J: f (f,T) induce the inclusion bundle maps I: p and

J : p (p, TS) for each bundle pair (p,TS) in the approximating sys-

tem. Consequently, the approximating system induces the direct

system of exact sequences

A

. . H() H (p ) H (p, >Hq - 1
(T)

(cf. Theorem 2-6-3). By Eilenberg-Steenrod [2], VIII-5, the direct

limit of this direct system is precisely the exact sequence

J A

. H (7) (f) H (f, H (I) . . .q-1

The second functor extension theorem applied to the functor in
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Theorem 2-7-3 gives us the functor in the following theorem.

Theorem 3-3-2. The rule which to each submersion pair (f,T)

associates the exact sequence

I* J* A

. . . H (?)H (f) (f, .

and to each morphism A (f, (g,7) associates the commutative

diagram

, I* J*A
--P. H (f)---> H (f) H (f,T)---"Hq-1(7) ---'

q
A4,1 A*I A*I A*i

-*. Hq (-g") 7, lig(g) J-7 Hoi(g,g) -7->Hci i CO ---'

is a covariant functor. /-

3-4. Homotopy Theorem

In this section, I denotes the closed interval [0,1] on the

real line unless otherwise is specified.

P
Lemma 3-4-1. Let E I KI be a simplicial bundle. Then

p x 1
IE I

is a simplicial bundle.
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oi
vO, vo, v1, vl

i i+1
v0 ,

v1
,

v1
(0 < < q)

where <v0, . , vq> is a simplex in K. Thus, K x I is a

simplicial complex triangulating the space I KI x I (cf. Eilenberg-

Steenrod [2], 11-8). Let o- = <v°, vq> E K and w(cr) one of the

simplexes in (3. 4. 1); then we have ( )IC x I. We set

Eo.)(0.)
= {(x, t) E E xIl (p ( ),t) E lw(cr)II

o-

where E , p (and e , F ) are as in (2. 1. 1).
cr CT Cr

03°,4-0, rfzc,

E(4(6.;

A, I
I
I

/.1
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Proof. First, note that I is a simplicial complex having two

vertices 0, 1 and a 1-simplex <0, 1 . For each vertex v of K,

write0 (v, 0) E I KI x I and v1 (v, 1) E IKI x I. Then the

Cartesian product K x I of two simplicial complexes consists of

simplexes, each of which has vertices

(3. 4.1)

or



I
Define p Eco(T) (go-)

the definition of
Eco(cr), pco(o.)

is surjective. Also define

0 Ico(o-)1 x F0_ by
0co(0.)(x,

t) = (p (x, 0,7°0 (x))W kY) o-) cr

where : la-1 xF F is the natural projection.
0w(cr)

is sur-
o- 0-

jective because
pw(o-)

and Tr 0 are surjective. To show 0
o- co(o-)

is injective, suppose (x,t) (x', t') in Eco(), and observe that

Ow(cr)(x, t) ((Pcr(x), t), 0(x)). If t tl, then

o
w(cf-)(X,

t)
Ow(co(X

1, tI). If x x' then 0 (x) 0 (x') ; if
a- a-

p (x) = p (x') then Tr (0 (x)) = (0 (x')) by the commutativity of
0- 0" 0- CT

diagram (2.1.1) and therefore, we must haveTr(00'(X)) I 71-(0 ( 1))

since the contrary would imply 0 (x) =-- O(x). This proves
cr o-

0w(cr)(X,
t) I 0 (X I, e), whence 0 is injective. The bicontin-

(-00-) co(o-)

iu ty of 0 follows from the continuity of 0 and the com-
w(o-) w(a-)

pactness of its domain and range. Consequently, O() is a homeo-
°J

morphism such that the diagram

w(o-)

Pw(oNa

)1 by pco(o_)(x, t) (po_(x), t). Then by

lw(cr)

1w(o-)1 x Foj(01

is commutative, where F = F and IT is the natural pro-
co(c-) W(a-)

jection.

Now suppose < w in the complex K x I; then there are
2
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two cases: (i) There exist T, 0- E K such that < cy- and col = w(T),

(4)2
= cdo-), and (ii) otherwise. If (i) is the case then the correspond-

ing property to Section 2-1, (2) follows from the same property for

T a-. If (ii) is the case then we must have p =

pco1Eco
and hence

21
1

the corresponding property to Section 2-1, (2) becomes trivial. This

completes the proof of the lemma. //

Theorem 3-4-2. If X B is a topological submersion then

f x
1IXxI ---> BxI

is a topological submersion.

Proof. Let W be a compact subset of X x I. If

Tr:XxI--"X is the natural projection then Tr(W) is compact and
Ptherefore, we choose a simplicial bundle E I KI such that

Tr(W) C E C X, p flE and E is compact. By the previous

lemma,

p x 1I
1,,.1E x I x

is a simplicial bundle, and obviously satisfies WCExICXxI

and p x 1 =f x 1II.ExI

Let X B and X B be topological submersions and let



Let

definition of fiber maps

1. c. s -maps

A0 (T. X ), A =
0 0'-0 1

We say that
A0

and Al are homoto ic, written
A0 Al' if

there is a morphism A = (T., X) as indicated by the diagram

such that T1 and X :X = X

P PLemma 3-4-3. Let E RI and E I be simplicial

bundles and let A0, A1 E Mor,(p,15). If A
A1

then we have
0-15

A0*
=

* *: H (p) H,,(15) .

Proof. Let A
A0 z= A1 '

hence X : X := X By Keesee [5],

11-12, we can then choose finitely many points to, ...,tn E I with

E MOT
1

f,

t = 0 and t = 1 s :uchthat if Xi X( ,t.) IRI0

and Xi+1 have a common simplicial approximation
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be a bundle map approximation to Ai = (O, Xi)= {c9i , co} rlTz
0- E

where T.i =T( , ti) : E Then since Ti T we have by the

i i i+1
F F

o- 0- 0- 0- 40(0-)

r i , and trpo_ , riolcr EnK
E

and hence the

are the same, i. e.,

then Xi

IIK



i i+1
= : H*(nK; H, ) H*(K; H*F)

where hn is the sub-Thus, A =i hn = i+1.1111 =+10* * 0* 0

division chain map, and we conclude that

A0* = AO = Al = -7 An = A1 . //
* * * *

Theorem 3-4-4. Let f, 7 be topological submersions and let

A A E Mor t, (f 7). If A = A then A = A1 .

0' 1 0 1 - 0* *

Proof. Let
X.0' 1

ri1 be as in (3.3.2). The families 2c0'

have subfamilies

I , ,

IKI RI )15: (E) (E) Co o

141 IKIr T, IKI -7-2--14-- IT-71 IT)1 -0(E) JKi(E) C E} ,

respectively. By Eilenberg-Steenrod [2], VIII, Lemma 4.15, we have

urn p(ri) = lim i = 0,1 (cf. Section 3-1: Recall that H*

is the induced functor from Dir(G) to Dir( .1
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)). Observe that

and the corresponding morphisms are obviously homotopic. Thus, by

between ro and r there is a one-to-one correspondence

(TolE, 011K1)



the previous lemma, H*(1-0) = F-1*(F), and therefore by (3. 3.3),

A = lirn H (7C.' ) = lim H (F ) = urnH

lim

o* * o * o

H*(7C1) = A //

Let X B and X ---13 be topological submersions with

morphisms A f and A' f f. If the composition

A. A' : - I and A' . A f f are each homotopic to the respec-

tive identity morphism then A and A' are said to be homotopy

inverses of each other. If A has a homotopy inverse then A is

called a homotopy ecluivalence, and the topolotical submersions f,

are said to have the same homotopy type. An immediate consequence

of Theorem 3-4-4 is the following:

Corollary 3-4-5. If A f 7 is a hornotopy equivalence then

A : H(f) H,(7) . //*

Let (f,7) be a submersion pair with the inclusion morphism

I :f - f. If a morphism A: fT is such that A°I is the identity

rnorphism on f then A is called a retraction of f onto 7, and

f is a retract of f. Furthermore, if I° A is homotopic to the

identity morphism on f, then A is called a deformation retraction,

and f is a deformation retract of f.
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Corollary 3-4-6. If X B is a retract of X B then the

inclusion morphism I : f f induces a monomorphism on homology

and Im(I),,,) is a direct summand of H*(f). If T is a deformation

retract of f then I is an isomorphism.

Proof. The corollary follows from the standard argument of a

homology theory. //

From the exact sequence in Theorem 3-3-2, the following is

immediate:

Corollary 3-4-7. If (f,l) is a submersion pair such that

is a deformation retract of f then

H*(fJ) = 0 . //

>t 4
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3-5. Excision Theorem

Let X be a topological submersion and X B,

sub - submer sions of f. We define two maps I V

and fnf:Xn X 1-3- n IS in the obvious way. Note that T f,

(Th f need not be sub-submersions. We say that the couple {f--,f} is

excisive if the following condition is satisfied:

(*) Given compact subsets 17TC X, rINC), there exists a

simplicial bundle E IKI with a compact total space and two sub-

bundles E--" IKI, EIKI such that p 7-15 V 15% C 51-. and

W c c
It may be noted that if)7, 3Z.' are open in X then

excisive, and also that if f is a simplicial bundle and f,f are

sub-bundles of f then {a} is an excisive couple.

Lemma 3-5-1. Let {f,^1} be an excisive couple. Then we have

(i) f rrE Ob(s9) and the family of simplicial bundles p as in (*)

forms a confinal subset of the approximating system of 7, (10 the

es,family of sub-bundles p (resp. p) as in (*) forms a cofinal subset

of the approximating system of f (resp. ), and (ii)7nTE Ob(s,g)

and the family of sub-bundles p p, where p,7. are as in (*),

forms a cofinal subset of theapproximating system of f (Th f.



Proof. (i) Let W be a compact subset of X v X. We

shall show that W is the union of two compact sets W, W such

that W C -k and W C X. Since f(W) is compact in 13- v

V = f(W) m -13- lies in the union of finitely many simplexes of any

triangulation of 13-; i.e., \-77 is compact and hence

W = f-1(7V7)(- W is compact in X. Similarly, we obtain a compact

subset W f 1(V) n W of X. Then

TN- 1= (f (V -1)v f (V 1))n W = f (T 1rvV) n W f (f(W)) W = W.

Now choose a simplicial bundle p as in (*). This completes the

proof of (i). (ii) is an immediate consequence of (*). (iii) Let W

be a compact subset of X n X. Then W is compact in both X

and 3-e , and hence (iii) follows from (*). //

By Lemma 3-5-1, we have that if {TT} is an excisive couple

then H(Iv) = lim H,(7) = lim H() = lim H.,(15)

and H (I(?) = lim H,(Iin"P). Thus, passing the exact sequences in

Theorem 2-6-4 to the direct limit (cf. Eilenberg-Steenrod [2], VIII-5),

we obtain the exact sequence in the following theorem:

Theorem 3-5-2. If {1,.'1} is an excisive couple we have the

Mayer -Vietoris sequence

I* ,
H (-f-(-J) )H (f) H (f) 4 H (-Iv7)

A

q-1 . .
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Proof. Lemma 3-5-1 gives rise to the direct system of

commutative diagrams of inclusion bundle maps

(3.5.1) p(Thp Tw 13-

whose direct limit is

-f f f f

Each diagram (3.5.1) induces the Mayer -Vietoris sequence in

Theorem 2-6-4, and therefore, we have a direct system of Mayer-

Vietoris sequences. As we have mentioned above, the direct limit of

this direct system is precisely the exact sequence in the theorem. //

Lemma 3-5-1 also implies that the pairs (-f-,Tr-r) and

r) are submersion pairs; in fact the families {(13,15(-)13')} and

{(i5-1V1c.#))} where P,j are as in (*), form cofinal subsets of the

approximating systems of (1,1(--)7) and (TL)7,), respectively.

Theorem 3-5-3. If f,f is an excisive couple then the

123

-inclusion morphism (i, f,-\f)) (f-L.) ri)

homology.

induces an isomorphism on

Proof. The inclusion morphism in question is the direct limit
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of the family of inclusion bundle maps (,p-) (Pk-)15, and

hence the theorem follows from Corollary 2-6-6. //

Corollary 3-5-4. (The Excision Theorem for Submersions).
T

Let (X B, X B) be a submersion pair and let X B be a

sub-submersion of f such that 7 f and {i-3} is excisive.

Let U be the complement of the subpolyhedron -B. Then the

inclusion morphism

C -
(f , f- ) (f, f)B-U B-U

induces an isomorphism on homology, where TB-u =
f11(B-U)

and

=

Proof. We note that f fl fl= and
B -U -1

-1f (B-U) f(73')
71 =71= T T. Hence (f 7- ) is

- U ) 7B-U -1 -1(ii-r,B) B-U, B-U
T

indeed a submersion pair, and the excision theorem follows immedi-

ately from Theorem 3-5-3. /-

3-6. The Axioms for Homology

We will now formulate an axiom system for homology on a

category of topological submersions. Let C., be a subcategory of

i96) which is admissible in the sense of Eilenberg-Steenrod [2];

Eilenberg-Steenrod defines an admissible category in terms of



are
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topological spaces, but this notion can be adapted to the case of

topological submersions in the obvious way. We note that the empty

topological space corresponds to the empty submersion (empty func-

tion) and a singleton set to a simplicial bundle with a singleton set as

its base space, called a one-point submersion. Let (f,7) be a sub-

mersion pair in C, and I the closed interval [0,1]. Since C, is

admissible, Ob(C) contains the submersion pair (f x
1I'

T x l)
(cf. Section 3-4) and Mor,((f,?), (f x 1, f x )) contains

rk = k = 0,1 such that '---y-k(x) = (x, k). We say that two

morphisms Ao, A1 E Moro,((f, (g,i)) are homotopic if there

exists a morphism A: (f x 11,7 x li) (g, in C.. such that

A rk z Ak, k = 0,1. In case f=g = 0 (the empty function), the

notion of homotopy has already been defined in Section 3-4. Also, if

(LT), (f,r) E 0b(C) then we shall say that {f-,7} is an excisive

couple if it satisfies condition (*) of Section 3-5, where the simplicial

bundles p,T3,73 are required to be objects of C,.

By a homology theory on the category we mean a

covariant functor H* from to the category of exact sequences

of abelian groups (cf. Introduction) subject to the following axioms:

HOMOTOPY AXIOM: If A A E (g,A0,
1

hornotopic then H*(A0) = 1-1*(A1) .

f
EXCISION AXIOM: Let (X B, 5e. B), X B, X B) be
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objects of 3 such that f and {T,-fd} is excisive. Let U

be the complement of the subpolyhedron B. Then if the inclusion

morphism

(f T- ) (f,T)

belongs to C' it induces an equivalence between the corresponding

exact sequences where f f I and = 1
B -U f -1 f (B-U)

Po-
DIMENSION AXIOM: If E I KI is a simplicial bundle in

such that K is the combinatorial closure of a q-simplex o then

Hr(prr,p6_) 0

if and only if r = q where tr is the boundary of o and

Po% P I -1
°- Po_ WTI)

We note that the Dimension Axiom implies the following:

(*) If F {b} is a one-point submersion then

H(f) = H(f, 0) = H (f, f.) V 0r r r b

if and only if r = 0.

The homology functor H have constructed is a homology

theory defined on the largest admissible category _A7) . It satisfies

the Homotopy Axiom (a straightforward generalization of the Homotopy



approximating system {(g,"g)} (cf. Section 3-1).

AXIOM OF COMPACT SUPPORTS. For each (f,7) E Ob(JW ),

F1*(f,"?) lim "g)

where {(g, g)} is the C -approximating system of (f, 7).

Any homology theory satisfying this axiom is said to have

compact supports. Since the homology functor we have constructed

commutes with direct limits of CB(-approximating systems and each
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Theorem), the Excision Axiom (cf. the Excision Theorem) and the

Dimension Axiom by the fact that if (per, pa) is a bundle pair as in

the axiom, then

Cr(per,p(5) 0

if and only if r = q; hence, if r q, we have

H q(p
r-

p ) = C q (p ,p.0-) = H,(F )c' 6- 0-

by the definition of the chain groups. We must note incidentally, that

Po_ is a different object from what we saw in Section 2-1. The functor

H can be seen to satisfy an additional axiom called the axiom of

compact supports. Let C, be the full subcategory of ACP whose

objects are submersion pairs with compact total spaces. Then each

submersion pair (f, ?) in s2IP is the direct limit of its c-



C, -approximating system has a (535)-approximating system as its

cofinal subfamily, it follows that our homology has compact supports.

3-7. The Isomorphism Theorem

The isomorphism theorem we shall state in this final section

roughly says that given homology theories H,, H* having compact

supports, on the category s26 of topological submersions, such

that for each (pa., p6.) in the Dimension Axiom,

(*) H (p p. ) (ID P. )q o- o- q o- cr

then for each (f, 7) E Ob( 25a ,

Hr (f, 7) (f, 7)

for all integers r.

In view of the Second Functor Extension Theorem, it suffices to

prove the isomorphism theorem for homology theories given on the

category(5136D ; to do so, we shall obtain a sequence of lemmas.

Our argument follows very closely the method exhibited to prove the

uniqueness theorem in Eilenberg-Steenrod [2], and therefore some

details will be omitted. In the following, all simplicial bundles are

assumed to have compact total spaces and therefore all base complexes

are finite, and H. is a homology theory on SP .
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Lemma 3-7-1. Let17, 1"5# be sub-bundles of a sim lictal bundle

p such that p is a sub-bundle of Then the sequence illus-

trated by the bold-faced arrows passing through the exact sequences

of (p,T3), (p,15) and (15,):

H (17) , 15)

q
AH (p) H (p,15) Hq_1(15) Hq-1(p)

4
H (p,TD) A Hq-1(P) H (p)

q-1
H (IT), j5)itgoo q - 1

4A

'Hq-1(p) Hq-1(p,P) Hq-2(v.) Hq-2(p)

H (p)

is exact, where 8 is defined to be the composite of the two maps

and other bold-faced arrows are inclusion induced homomorphisms.

Proof. Elwin [3], Theorem II. 1. //

The exact sequence will be called the homology sequence of the

triple (p,T3,15)

Lemma 3-7-2. Let p, ID' be simplicial bundles such that

p are sub-bundles of p. Then the inclusions

: , ) 15. ) 5(m)

: TprI>) (f)-)-11),1-5r/i"))



yield, for each q, an injective representation of H (T$L4:4),Tri)

as a direct sum.

Proof. Consider the following diagram induced by the corres-

ponding diagram of bundle pairs and inclusion morphisms:

H(13vT,Ti) H (j,')qq

11

1?;:i5(Th )
q

T

H
q

(15,13r,T3) H
q(T,TrNIS)

where the triangles are commutative, the diagonals are exact by the

exactness of the homology sequences of the triples p, i3r#15)

and (13. )..p.,15,Tr-N143) and the vertical maps are isomorphisms by the

Excision Axiom. Hence, the theorem follows from the "Butterfly

lemma" (cf. Eilenberg-Steenrod [2], 1-13.1). //

Lemma 3-7-3. (The Direct Sum Theorem). Let p be a

simplicial bundle with sub-bundles pl,p2, ..., pn , p such that

1 2 n
P P P Jp

kand whenever k I then p p is a sub-bundle of IT). Let

k
p 7- p rm Then the inclusion induced homomorphisms

k
(H p p ) H (p, 15), k 7-1, , n
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yield an injective representation of H (p,ii) as a direct sum.

Proof. The Excision Axiom covers the case n = 1. Suppose

that the theorem has been proved for n-1 > 1. Let

1 2 n-1 .
=-- p p lJ p

and consider the inclusion morphisms

k k
(p )

(15,15) ( p)

have that j J, *

n _n Jn n _ J
(13 ,13 P p) (p, p)

k kFor k = 1, , n-1, J,1/4.J. = I*, and T = In ' also by the*

Excision Axiom, J1 an isomorphism. By Lemma 3-7-2, we also

k = 1, . . . , n-1
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yield an injective representation of H (p) as a
direct sum. All of these and the induction hypothesis imply the direct

sum theorem. //

Let (E KI, E ) be a bundle pair. We denote the

q-skeleton of K by K , and the sub-bundle of p with the base

complex K by p . If Cr e K then we denote the sub-bundle of

having the combinatorial closure of Cr as its base complex by p,

and the sub-bundle of p the combinatorial boundary of Cr

as its base complex by p..



morphisms I*: H (pr crk o-k

representation of Hr(pq..) pq- 1v17))
as a direct sum. But by the

Dimension Axiom, Hr(po_k, pa _k) = 0 when r q . Hence, the

lemma is proved. //

The above proof shows that the inclusion induced homomorphisms

Ik : H (po_ , ) H (I) L/15, Pn q q q-- k k

(3. 7. 1)

Hr(Pq-)1-3, Pq_ i-)15)

Then we have

give an injective representation of H (p pq-1v-15)q q

sum. We now define a q-chain group of (p,) by

= H (p pq-1--/T5)q

(P,13) H (13 P. )
1<cl-K a- 0-
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yield an injective

as a direct

Lemma 3-7-4. If r I q then Hr(pq../Ti, ivi3) = 0 .

Proof. Let CI be the q-simplexes of K-R. Then

P P =
0- (Pq-liT))

k
- (Th (pq-lvT) , k = 1, ..,n.

Hence, by the direct sum theorem, the inclusion induced homo-



The boundary operator

a: (p,)c (p,T3)q- 1

is defined to be the boundary operator of the homology sequence of the

triple (PqLi Pq- 1-)1-5, Pq-2-43) (cf. Lemma 3- 7-1). It is not diffi-

cult to show that 8 o8 = 0 (cf. Eilenberg-Steenrod [2], 111-6. 2).

Lemma 3-7-5. Consider the inclusion induced homomorphisms

in
J* L*

H (p,T)) H
q

(p
q..)15,T3)

H (p p ..)13) = (p,15)q q-1

Then we have

Ker(L,1/4) = 0

Im(L),) = (p, 17))

J. is an epimorphism

Ker(J*) = L* (3q(P, p))

where Z', B' are respectively, the groups of the cycles and the

boundaries.

Proof. The proof uses exactly the same argument given in

Eilenberg-Steenrod [2], Lemma 111-8.1. We shall show a part of it so

the reader can compare the two proofs.

Letq =
pq

17. By Lemma 3-7-4, we have
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If r s then
Hr(iS

= 0.

Hence, the homology sequence of the triple (ps+1, ps, p :

Hr+1(15s+1'Ps) Hr(lefs'15) Hr(isCs+1,-13) Hr(15-s+r/I5s)

gives the following:

The inclusion induced homomorphism

Hrs'TO Hr(13's+1,17)

is a monomorphism if r s, an epimorphism if r s+1 and an

isomorphism if r s , s+1. This implies that

0 = Hr(15,T) = Hr(15_1,T)) = Hr(pr..(r+1515) Hr(5r-r'13)

Hence, we have

Hrr-1'j5) = 0.

Now the homomorphism J,1/4 may be factored into inclusion induced

homomorphisms

1* J2* r*
H

q (qr) , Hq(1?")q+ 1 'TD
. . H (731 ,15) = H (p 15)q q+r
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where q+r = dim K. By (ii), we have that
1*

is an epimorphisTri



while JJ2*" r*
proved.

The proof of the remaining three parts in the lemma is easier

and follows from the arguments in Eilenberg-Steenrod [2], p. 95, by

a change of notations. //

As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3 -7-5, we have the

following:

Theorem 3-7-6. In the diagram

J,
H (p,)*-- H (p

q q
L

in H 13
q( q

defined and is an isomorphism

H
q(p,T3)

111(p,15) . //
q

Theorem 3-7-7. Let H,, H be homology theories on (5N5D

such that for each (pa., p,,r) in the Dimension Axiom, there is an

isomorphism

are isomorphisms. Thus, assertion (c) is

H' (p,) *Z' (p,)

CI (p,151

where n is an inclusion and v is the canonical map, the homo-

morphisms J, and v n-1 0L, are epimorphisms and their kernels
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are equal. Therefore, v 0 10 L,-1 is well-



,(p ,p.) ff,
Cr

(p ) -

(P(per, pa.) (r.

Then for each bundle pair (p,I5) E Ob(G(5)), the family
(

}

Po' Per)
induces an isomorphism

H (p To) (p -(p, P) *

Proof. In view of (3.7.1), the given isomorphisms induce a map

(p,P) cp,p) ,# #

which is known to be an isomorphism on groups. By the argument of

Eilenberg-Steenrod [2] it may be shown that the map is a chain

equivalence, inducing therefore an isomorphism H*I (p,r))

By Theorem 3-7-6, it follows that

H*(p,17)) *(P,15)

Passing the isomorphisms in Theorem 3-7-7 to direct limits, we

immediately obtain the following:

Corollary 3-7-8. (The Isomorphism Theorem). Let H*, H

be homology theories on 450, having compact supports such that for
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each (per, 13,0 in the Dimension Axiom, there is an isomorphism



(13 P. ) :="1-1(P(19

P ) 0- Cr Cr
0" 0-

Then for each submersion pair (f,7) E Ob(sW), the family

{c(p )} induces an isomorphism
o- pIT

(p(f,y) : H (LT) . //
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